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ABSTRACT
The use, manipulation and application of electrical currents, as a controlled interfer-
ence mechanism in the human body system, is currently a strong source of motivation
to researchers in areas such as clinical, sports, neuroscience, amongst others. In electrical
stimulation (ES), the current applied to tissue is traditionally controlled concerning stimu-
lation amplitude, frequency and pulse-width. The main drawbacks of the transcutaneous
ES are the rapid fatigue induction and the high discomfort induced by the non-selective
activation of nervous fibers.
There are, however, electrophysiological parameters whose response, like the response
to different stimulation waveforms, polarity or a personalized charge control, is still
unknown. The study of the following questions is of great importance:
• What is the physiological effect of the electric pulse parametrization concerning
charge, waveform and polarity? Does the effect change with the clinical condition of
the subjects?
• The parametrization influence on muscle recruitment can retard fatigue onset?
• Can parametrization enable fiber selectivity, optimizing the motor fibers recruitment
rather than the nervous fibers, reducing contraction discomfort?
Current hardware solutions lack flexibility at the level of stimulation control and
physiological response assessment. To answer these questions, a miniaturized, portable
and wireless controlled device with ES functions and full integration with a generic
biosignals acquisition platform has been created. Hardware was also developed to provide
complete freedom for controlling the applied current with respect to the waveform,
polarity, frequency, amplitude, pulse-width and duration.
The impact of the methodologies developed is successfully applied and evaluated in
the contexts of fundamental electrophysiology, psycho-motor rehabilitation and neuro-
muscular disorders diagnosis.
This PhD project was carried out in the Physics Department of Faculty of Sciences and
Technology (FCT-UNL), in straight collaboration with PLUX - Wireless Biosignals S.A.
company and co-funded by the Foundation for Science and Technology.
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RESUMO
O uso, manipulação e aplicação de correntes eléctricas no corpo humano como um
mecanismo de interferência controlado motiva, actualmente, um grande número de in-
vestigadores do contexto clínico, desportivo, das neurociências, entre muitos outros. A
corrente aplicada no tecido é tradicionalmente controlada ao nível da frequência, ampli-
tude e largura de pulso. Os maiores inconvenientes da estimulação eléctrica transcutânea
residem numa rápida indução de fadiga muscular e elevada activação de fibras de dor.
Existem, no entanto, parâmetros cuja resposta electrofisiológica é pouco abordada,
como a forma de onda do estímulo eléctrico, a polaridade e a carga total do impulso,
tornando-se relevante o levantamento das seguintes questões:
• Qual o efeito fisiológico da parameterização do estímulo eléctrico ao nível da forma
de onda, carga e polaridade? Esse efeito difere com a condição clínica do sujeito?
• A influência que a parameterização do estímulo eléctrico provoca no recrutamento
muscular pode retardar o efeito de fadiga?
• Poderá a parameterização possibilitar uma selectividade das fibras activadas, op-
timizando o recrutamento das fibras motoras e consequentemente reduzindo o
disconforto de contracção?
As soluções de hardware disponíveis actualmente para estimulação eléctrica são pouco
flexíveis e deficitárias no âmbito da investigação. Para dar resposta a estas questões, foi
desenvolvido um dispositivo miniaturizado, portátil e wireless com funções de electro-
estimulação e de sincronização com dispositivo genérico de aquisição de biossinais. O
hardware foi desenvolvido visando a total liberdade no controlo da corrente aplicada
tendo em consideração a forma de onda, polaridade, frequência, amplitude, largura de
pulso e duração.
O impacto das soluções desenvolvidas foi avaliado no contexto da electrofisiologia
geral e em contexto clínico, especificamente, na reabilitação psicomotora e no diagnóstico
de patologias neuromusculares.
Este projecto de doutoramento foi inserido no Departamento de Física da Faculdade
de Ciências e Tecnologia (FCT-UNL), em colaboração com a empresa PLUX – Wireless
Biosignals S.A. e co-financiado pela Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia.
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The human organism can be defined as a system composed by several subsystems: for
example the digestive, circulatory, sensory-motor and respiratory systems. Its opera-
tion occurs through complex compensation mechanisms managed by the nervous and
endocrine system. The actions, transmissions and management of the nervous system
pass through, amongst other mechanisms, a communication protocol based on electri-
cal signals. Biosignals such as Electrocardiography (ECG), Electromyography (EMG),
Electroencephalography (EEG) and Electrodermal Activity (EDA) represent functional
examples of that inter-systematic communication and management. The application of
electric currents to the human body as a tool to interfere with this managing system is
currently a field of interest and motivation to worldwide investigators.
1.1 State-of-the-Art
Lack of neural innervation due to neurological damage leads to muscles unable to produce
force. Investigators have tried to find a way to restore movement and the ability to perform
everyday activities using electrical stimulation.
Whether used alone to improve motor impairment or embedded within complex
systems to create functional multi-joint movement, electrical stimulation holds great
potential in rehabilitation. Figure 1.1 presents an example of an illustrative rehabilitation
process with electrical stimulation through the reeducation of nerve fibers.
Surface electrical stimulation is used in many forms to induce and control muscle ac-
tion and increase performance [147][166]. Currently, the study and application of electrical
currents in the human body is of relevance in healthcare, research, fitness and sports.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the rehabilitation process through the reeducation of nerve fibers.
Courtesy of Parastep [138].
• Healthcare
In the healthcare context, electrical stimulation is usually associated with: the di-
agnosis of neuromuscular pathologies (ex: Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS),
Progressive Muscular Atrophy (PMA)) [183]; in therapy for wound healing and
localized inflammation; treatment of localized neuropathic pain, such as rheumatoid
arthritis and lower back pain; to delay the process of inflammation such as tendinitis;
and treatment of urinary incontinence and diaphragmatic dysfunction [196]. It can
also be used to improve circulation, to increase range of motion and to treat several
conditions from sprains, back pain, arthritis, sciatica and scoliosis. Still on the clinical
context, it has an important role on the rehabilitation and evaluation of Spinal Cord
Injury (SCI) patients. In this field, electric currents are used not only to re-establish
functionality or as an assistive method (neuroprotheses), but also as a methodol-
ogy for muscle spasm relief or clinical condition evaluation [70]. Imaging studies,
such as computerized tomography and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, do not
correlate directly to the clinical status of subjects and lack functional information
regarding the sometimes subtle recovery of the patients. On the other hand, method-
ologies that involve somehow the applications of currents in the human tissue and
access directly the subject’s electrophysiology (Compound Muscle Action Potential
(CMAP) scan, Interlimb Reflexes (ILR), EMG), can give detailed information about
the clinical condition of the patient [2].
• Research:
Electrical stimulation techniques are a source of motivation for researchers world
wide [87][49] and enable several distinct research areas such as bioelectrical impedance




• Fitness and sports:
In this field, the capabilities of strengthening and toning muscles are explored in
the context of passive gymnastics [104] [17]. The market offers a wide range of
stimulation devices to increase muscle strength, decrease body weight and body fat
and to improve muscle firmness and tone [148]. From the literature evaluated, this
field has the higher coverage in terms of population but commonly unsupervised by
qualified personnel.
In all contexts, electrical currents are applied to the excitable tissue with different stim-
ulus parametrizations. The parametrization traditionally concerns the pulse frequency,
amplitude and duration, however, there are also a set of parameters not frequently ad-
dressed, such as pulse charge, waveform and polarity.
There are also some known drawbacks to the use of electric currents in the human
body. During electrical stimulation, skeletal muscles fatigue more rapidly using repetitive
stimulation than with voluntary contractions [153][187]. Muscle fatigue is defined as
a reduction in the peak force, with continuous and repeated activation [130]. Rapid
fatigue during Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES) is thought to result from the
differences in motor unit recruitment order, higher activation frequencies and imprecise
control of muscle force compared to voluntary contractions [140]. The problem of muscle
fatigue is aggravated by the fact that paralyzed muscle shows greater propensity to fatigue
than healthy muscle. Consequently, muscle fatigue is an important factor limiting the
clinical use of NMES [25].
Another drawback of this technique is related with the user’s comfort. Pulsed currents
become rapidly uncomfortable to the patient [177] [163]. This discomfort is provoked
primarily by the activation of the nervous fibers A − δ1, given that artificial electric pulses
have low fiber selectivity.
Electrical stimulation may induce a perturbation on the natural human physiology. In
terms of the skin, it can easily lead to irritation or burns [177]. High levels of total electric
charge can be neurotoxic [122][194][27] and cause nerve damage [126]. This assumes higher
proportions given that, with the massification of the methodology, unqualified individuals
can themselves easily apply voltages up to 120V. Regarding other physiological changes,
very few studies address the impact of electrical stimulation on the Autonomic Nervous
System (ANS) [90].
Some authors already tried to address and overcome these stimulation drawbacks.
Studies in theoretical models reached to promising conclusions about the decrease of the
electrical impulse total charge, optimizing the pulse waveform, as a measure to reduce the
fatigue induction [84][85][86], to reduce the risk of burns and skin irritation [19] and to
increase the comfort for the patient through nervous fibers selectivity [189][158]. However,
practical implementations of those theoretical studies find some methodological barriers,
1 A − δ fibers, are a type of sensory fibers. They respond to stimuli such as cold and pressure and, the
stimulation of them is interpreted as fast/first pain information.
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when manipulating unusual parameters such as the pulse waveform, polarity and charge.
Bennie et al. [19] was forced to use two different stimulators to apply different pulse
waveforms and a complex set of instruments to acquire several physiological aspects.
The authors addressed the problem of stimulus comfort, unfortunately, without any
guarantee of time synchronization between the biosignals and the electrical impulses,
which compromises the cause-effect analysis.
Even when studying the correlation of the standard parameters, pulse-width [99][67],
frequency [57][92][179][96] and amplitude [182][93][83] with its implication on fatigue,
complex apparatus need to be implemented at hardware and software level, negatively
impacting upon the costs, the development time and the reliability of the results.
When addressing the recent electrical stimulation technology, it is imperative to clarify
an important aspect: The market offers a wide variety of solutions with characteristics
such as reduced size, portability, high usability and commercial appeal. Mostly, those
solutions are completely focused on a solo objective and therefore, the parametrizations
of the devices are pre-programmed. As an example we have the vast range of electrical
stimulation devices used only for NMES. Details of the current systems and discussion
about the main circuit topologies will be given in the next chapter.
However, electrical stimulation has a much wider scope and, mainly in the research
context, the degrees of freedom that the current electrical stimulation devices allow are still
very insufficient. Even the more robust stimulation systems that allow greater control of
the parametrization are limited to the standard parameters such as frequency, amplitude
and pulse width, and most of them have limitations on usability, dimensions, complexity,
setup time and creation of control routines.
In practice, the main drawbacks of the methodology are still the same as before, and
few people investigate, implement or develop turn-key solutions. This fact motivates the
development of new hardware configurations, enabling custom parametrizations in the
control of current or voltage output.
1.2 Questions and Goals
Concerning the state-of-the-art and the problems previously raised, the following ques-
tions become of significant scientific relevance:
• What is the physiological effect of the electric pulse parametrization concerning
charge, waveform and polarity? Does the effect change with the clinical condition of
the subject?
• Can parametrization enable fiber selectivity, optimizing the motor fibers recruitment
rather than the nervous fibers, reducing contraction discomfort?
• The parametrization influence on muscle recruitment can retard fatigue onset?
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To address these questions, the following methodological developments are required:
1. Develop a new solution for electrical stimulation, that allows:
• Parametrization: Freedom in the electrical pulse control, specifically for stan-
dard parameters such as amplitude, frequency and pulse-width, but also wave-
form, charge and polarity;
• Synchronization: A cause-effect stimulus versus physiological response reliable
analysis, concerning temporal synchronization and improved signal quality;
• Usability: The solution should have high usability, reflected in a low intrusive-
ness in clinical and laboratory contexts;
• Configurability: The system should have implementation flexibility for proto-
typing, configuration and storage of electrical stimulation protocols.
2. With the solution developed, the following studies addressing human electrophysi-
ology are proposed:
• Compare the electrophysiological response of healthy individuals and spinal
cord injury patients, controlling pulse waveform and charge parametrization;
• Study the effects of pulse parametrization in current diagnosis mechanisms of
neurodegenerative pathologies;
• Evaluate the induction of fatigue and comfort using different pulse waveforms
in the context of NMES;
By fulfilling these goals, a solution is developed to mitigate the current drawbacks
of electrical stimulation, furthermore enabling new approaches to address fundamental
human electrophysiology, as expressed on Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the scientific and methodological alignment of this work. The
scientific questions, the methodological solution and the studies implemented envisioning




This thesis summarizes the work developed during the PhD period and divides it into
eight chapters and five appendixes. A brief description of the contents of each chapter is
described next and Figure 1.3 schematizes its organization.
Figure 1.3: Thesis structure.
• Chapter 1 - Introduction - The present chapter introduces the relevant questions to
be answered in this thesis, providing some insight on the motivation and outlining
the main goals of this work. This chapter also describes the thesis structure.
• Chapter 2 - Background - Introduces the theoretical concepts which are important
for the comprehension of the following chapters. Provides a solid background on
the fundamental concepts of electrophysiology and discusses electrical stimulation,
from historical context to state-of-the-art applications. This chapter also comprises a
technical review of contemporary electrical stimulation circuit topologies.
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• Chapter 3 - Proposed Solution - Focuses on the development of the electrical stimu-
lator designed to solve the problem foreseen before. This chapter presents the core
of the thesis and covers hardware design, firmware development and software im-
plementation. This chapter also introduces the methodologies applied in the context
of this thesis.
• Chapter 4 - Validation - This chapter presents the characterization and production
tests performed with the device to guarantee that the predefined requirements
were fulfilled. Two examples of scientific validation studies performed to enrich the
development stage are also described in this chapter.
• Chapter 5 - Application to Neuroplasticity of Tetraplegic Subjects - The scientific
questions raised are addressed in three scientific studies (Chapter 5, 6 and 7). In this
Chapter, a study comparing the interlimb reflexes of tetraplegic patients and healthy
subjects is presented. A correlation between electrical current parametrization and
reflexes parameters is addressed.
• Chapter 6 - Application to the Waveform Control on CMAP Scan - The second
study analyzes the effect of electrical pulse parametrization in a current diagnose
mechanism of neurodegenerative pathologies, the compound muscle action potential
scan. This study analyzes how electrical pulses with different waveforms influence
the stimulus-response curve given by the CMAP scan.
• Chapter 7 - Application to the Waveform Effect on Fatigue and Comfort - Finally,
this Chapter presents the last study which evaluates the impact of electrical pulse
parametrization in a neuromuscular electrostimulation protocol. A protocol specifi-
cally created to induce fatigue was applied with different electrical pulse waveforms
and differences in comfort and fatigue rate were assessed.
• Chapter 8 - Conclusions - This last chapter presents the conclusions of the work,
with a critical discussion of the addressed problems, its contributions and extended
implications.
• Appendix A - The first appendix provides a list of the author’s publications, book
chapters, papers in journals accepted and in review, conference proceedings and
oral communications.
• Appendix B - Provides an overview of the tools used for the conducted research.
• Appendix C - A brochure presenting the technical summary of the final stimulator
device.




• Appendix E - Presents the American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) international
standards for neurological classification of spinal cord injury used on the study











The objective of this chapter is to cover the elementary concepts needed for the theoretical
support of this thesis. The electrical properties of the cell are explored in Electrophysiol-
ogy Principles section. Then, the theoretical concepts on electrical stimulation used for
rehabilitation and functional purposes are depicted. Electrical stimulators are analyzed
from the historical point-of-view to the current context and the various parameters of
electrical stimulation are discussed, including frequency, pulse width, waveform and how
they affect human physiology. This chapter goes further within the technical concepts of
the electrical stimulators, covering the contemporary circuit topologies in use.
2.1 Electrophysiology Principles
The application of electrical currents in biological tissues is based on deep knowledge of
the electrophysiology properties of those tissues. In this section the fundamental concepts
on electrical properties of the cell are reviewed.
2.1.1 Resting potential
When the cell is at rest it has a relatively static membrane potential, maintained as long
as nothing disturbs it. The resting potential characterizes the difference between the
interior (cytoplasm) and the exterior of the cell when it is at rest (Figure 2.1). This electrical
potential difference depends on the ionic concentration gradients, which can be altered
through the membrane permeability to each ionic species.
The cytoplasm fluid has a high potassium (K+) ionic concentration and a low sodium
(Na+) ionic concentration. The cell membrane has higher permeability to potassium than
to sodium, so there is a tendency for the potassium ions to move to the exterior of the cell,
favoring their concentration gradient and causing a negative electrical potential in the
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Figure 2.1: Membrane potential and respective polarity.
interior of the cell. The equilibrium potential for each ionic species can be mathematically
represented by the Nernst equation 1. The resting potential varies between -60 and -90
millivolts (mV) depending on the cell type - for instance, in nerves and smooth muscle
fibers the resting potential is -70 mV [30]. Any change in the membrane permeability in
one of these ionic species will displace the resting potential and may generate an electrical
signal, called action potential.
2.1.2 Action potential
In the human body, the basic cell-to-cell communication mechanism over the nervous
structures occurs through the Action Potential (AP). The action potential is a wave of
electrochemical potential that moves through the membrane. It reverts the membrane
potential from -70 mV to +30 mV in less than 1 millisecond (ms). In muscle cells, for
example, an action potential is the first step in the chain of events leading to contraction.
The electrical impulse is initiated by the membrane’s depolarization due to the chemical
disturbance of a synapse, a receptor, or another disturbance like an external electrical
impulse. The action potential only starts if the membrane is depolarized in approximately
10 or 15 mV, so around -55 mV as it is observed on Figure 2.2.
The potential value that needs to be surpassed to trigger the action potential is called
excitability threshold. When an action potential is triggered physiologically, it will only
follow one direction (distal if the nerve is efferent and proximal if afferent). If, however, the
action potential is triggered by an artificial electrical impulse in the middle of a nervous
fiber, two impulses are generated that will move in opposite directions from the stimulus
point.
The depolarization above the excitability threshold induces the opening (activation)
of the sodium channels, as shown in Figure 2.3 a). When these channels open, there is a
current of sodium favoring its concentration gradient and causing a rapid reversion in the
1Nernst equation: V = RTzF × ln
Ko
Ki , in which R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin,
z is the charge of the ion, F is the Faraday constant, Ko the ions concentration outside the cell and Ki the
concentration of the ion inside the cell.
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Figure 2.2: Representation of an action potential and excitability threshold.
membrane’s polarity, from -70mV to 30mV. This depolarization causes an alteration in the
electrochemical gradient of the potassium ions, relative to the resting point, therefore acti-
vating the potassium channels and generating a potassium current opposite to the sodium
current (Figure 2.3 b)) [78]. Simultaneously to this increase of potassium diffusion, occurs
the inactivation of sodium channels - this phase is called repolarization. Consequently,
there is a decrease in the intra-cellular potential compared to the extra-cellular potential.
The additional potassium channels stay open even when the membrane potential reaches
the resting level. So, the potential becomes even more negative than when at rest - this
phase is called hyperpolarization [18]. Eventually, the extra potassium channels close and
the membrane potential goes back to its resting, ’polarized’ level (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.3: Diffusion of sodium and potassium; a) activation of sodium channels, b)
potassium reposition.
2.1.3 The nerve cell as a conductor
The transmission of information in the nervous system is a reproduction of the previously
described phenomena over the length of the nervous or muscle fiber. When a region of
11
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the membrane generates an action potential it instantly depolarizes adjacent regions and
propagates the impulse.
There are three main pathways for the current to flow along the length of the axon: i) An
external conductor (extra-cellular fluid) with very low impedance; ii) an internal conductor
(axoplasm), with similar impedance from one cell to another due to the uniform ionic
composition of the intracellular fluid; and iii) the cell membrane that separates the two
conductors. The membrane has an intrinsic capacity and impedance that varies according
to each ionic species’ permeability, as it is described in the model of Figure 2.5. As current
spreads along the nerve fiber pathways, it is attenuated with distance and a spacial decay
constant can be defined, like observed in Figure 2.4 a). If that constant is altered by some
mechanism, natural or induced, there is a direct change in the propagation speed of the
action potential. Figure 2.4 b) exemplifies a constant of lower decay and therefore a higher
conduction speed [101].
The propagation speed of the nervous impulse varies with the nervous fiber’s dimen-
sions, geometry and membrane characteristics. In normal situations, as larger the fiber
diameter is, faster is the conduction. The action potential propagates along the nerve with
a velocity of about 30-120m/s, depending on the nerve type, and reaches the axon terminal
where the neurotransmitter acetylcholine is released. There are also cases in which the
nervous fibers are enveloped by myelin sheaths (electrically insulating), and interrupted
with Ranvier nodules (areas without myelin). The electric potential of the nervous impulse
travels along the fiber, but the depolarization occurs only in the Ranvier nodules. When a
nodule is depolarized, it triggers the depolarization of the next nodule without generating
action potentials in the myelin zones. When this happens, the membrane potential changes
in about 100mV, which is sufficient to trigger the action potential in the adjacent nodule.
So, the nervous impulse can be described as jumping from nodule to nodule (Figure 2.4 c)
), using less energy but with higher conduction speed. This speedy conduction is called
saltatory conduction. The higher is the conduction speed, larger is the extension of the
fiber depolarized in each instant [89].
2.2 Electrical Stimulation Principles
Technological advances have propelled the development of electrical stimulation devices
more adapted to current needs. Nowadays, the electrical stimulators are controlled by
microprocessors - which means that a single device enables varied types of stimulation,
with different parameters and objectives. It is important to understand the evolution of
electrical stimulation devices from historical examples to nowadays. It is also fundamental
that the operator knows the wave parameters available and their physiological effects.
This section addresses basic concepts of electrical stimulation from standard use to the
current types and parameters that characterize the electrical impulses.
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Figure 2.4: Propagation of the potential and conditioning factors at a fixed time instant. a)
Exponential fall of the membrane potential (Vm) after the action potential. b) Example
of bigger decay than in a). c) ’Saltatory’ conduction. The cells that constitute the myelin
membrane are insulating, preventing the passage of current in the internodes, increasing




First records of electrical currents application in therapeutic contexts date from the eigh-
teenth century. In 1791 Luigi Galvani initiated the publications of electric current effect
in human muscle [142]. In 1831, Michael Faraday showed that electrical currents could
stimulate nerves to create active movement [39]. Concerning the therapeutic effects of
electrical nerve stimulation, Duchenne de Boulogne, dubbed the ’father of electrotherapy’
was a pioneer in the use of surface electrodes, localizing the electrical currents [16].
The theoretical support of cellular excitability comes more than a century later in 1952
with the Hodgkin-Huxley studies [79], where they described the electrical model of the
action potential in a giant squid (the model is presented in Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Electric model of the cellular membrane by Hodgkin and Huxley [79]. The lipid
bilayer is represented as a capacitance (Cm). Linear (gL) and nonlinear (gn) conductances
represent the voltage-gated and leak ion channels. The electrochemical gradients driving
the flow of ions are represented by batteries (En and EL), and ion pumps and exchangers
by current sources (Ip).
The electrical model of the cellular membrane is considered as one of the great scientific
discoveries of the 20th century. It enabled important and relevant advances on the human
physiology field.
This knowledge was the basis for a solid expansion of the electrical currents use in
excitable tissue over the years. With this, some concepts emerged, such as Neuromuscular
Electrical Stimulation (NMES), associated to the application of current directly on the
muscle surface [115], and Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS), associated
with the application of currents in the nervous fibers [88].
NMES devices deliver electrical stimulus that depolarize motor neurons, causing an
action potential to propagate along its axon, which causes the associated muscle fibers
to contract [68][120]. NMES applications can be found in literature in early 1964 [185].
Typically, it uses high frequencies in the range of 20-50 Hz to produce muscle tetanus and
contraction. Historically, TENS used high frequencies for pain relief [52] but nowadays, it
also applies very low frequencies (sensory level TENS, 2-10 Hz) [168]. TENS propagates
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along smaller afferent sensory fibers specifically to override pain impulses. When low
frequencies are administered, TENS specifically targets sensory nerve fibers and does not
activate motor fibers; therefore, no discernible muscle contraction is produced.
The channeling of electrical stimulation methods with functional purposes led to the
appearance of the term Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES), which aims to restore
function in people with disabilities [12]. FES was first referred as Functional Electrotherapy,
by Liberson [107][33]. In 1961, he and his team produced the first electrical stimulation
device for the correction of dropped foot due to an upper motor neuron lesion. FES devices
treated foot drop by stimulating the peroneal nerve during gait. Only in 1962, the term
Functional Electrical Stimulation was coined by Moe and Post [129] and used later in a patent
by Offner [135]. In 1965, Offner patented the system used to treat foot drop with the title
’Electrical stimulation of muscle deprived of nervous control with a view of providing muscular
contraction and producing a functionally useful moment’. The benefit of FES was demonstrated
in several studies which paired the application of electrical stimulation with tasks that
demanded the use of intact cognitive and motor skills of the patient [180][43][62][157][71].
Over the years, a great amount of discoveries and technological evolutions were made
in the field of electrical stimulation. As it will be discussed further, most of the electrical
stimulation devices are controlled by microprocessors. This means that a single device
can produce various types of stimulus, with different parameters and objectives in order
to obtain a particular physiological response. A full understanding of the current-tissue
interaction and the settings that govern the stimulation is vital for the safety of the patient
and the success of the intervention.
2.2.2 Excitability
The core concept to control and understand the current-tissue interaction resides in the
concept of tissue excitability. In its fundamental sense it can be defined as the quantification
of energy necessary to activate certain tissues in reaction to a stimulus, such as triggering
an action potential in an axon. Excitability was addressed in 1901 by Weiss through
equation 2.1.
Q = b(d + c) = Id (2.1)
Where Q is the charge and I is the current, multiplied by duration, d. b relates to a phys-
iological value named rheobase and c relates to other called chronaxie, two fiducial points of
tissue excitability. The rheobase value is the minimal current amplitude of infinite duration
(in a practical sense, around 300ms is enough) that results in the depolarization threshold
of the cell membranes being reached, such as an action potential or the contraction of a
muscle. The chronaxie value is the minimum time required for an electric current to double
the strength of the rheobase to stimulate a muscle or a neuron [10].
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Later in 1907, Lapicque proposed equation 2.2.




Where I is the current, b relates to the rheobase, and c to the chronaxie, over duration d.
This equation expresses the strength-duration curve (Figure 2.6), which is a plot of the
threshold current versus pulse duration required to stimulate excitable tissue. Figure 2.6
also presents the relation of electrical stimulus intensity and duration with stimulation
charge and energy.
Figure 2.6: The strength-duration curve for current, energy and charge of an excitable
tissue.
2.2.3 Stimulation parameters and physiological impact
As mentioned before, the stimulation parameters applied will condition the respective
physiological response, so it is necessary to adapt those parameters to the therapeutic
objectives. The cause-effect relation of all the parameters and respective physiological
consequences should be known for the correct application of the stimulation.
Amplitude: The amplitude of the stimulation pulse (Figure 2.7) can be measured in
current or voltage, depending on the modulation type. The amplitude determines the
stimulation intensity, which consequently determines the total number of nervous fibers
that are recruited and activated. As higher the intensity, stronger the depolarizing effect
in the structures underlying the electrodes [127]. Higher intensities enable increases in
contraction strength and hypertrophy process [62][118][175][143].
Stimulation amplitude will also influence patient comfort, with higher intensities being
typically less tolerated. However, frequency and intensity inevitably will determine the
quality of muscle contraction produced [14].
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Figure 2.7: Amplitude and period of a wave.
Pulse-Width: The time span of a single pulse is known as the pulse-width or pulse
duration. It is defined as the duration of the wave at 50 % of the maximum amplitude,
and is expressed usually in microseconds (µs). Research has shown that patients exhibited
a strong preference for phase durations of between 200-400 µs which are also capable of
producing reliable muscle contractions while minimizing the possibility of skin irritation
beneath the electrodes [111]. Recent work comparing 50, 200, 500, and 1000 µs pulse-widths
with a stimulation frequency of 20 Hz to the sole muscle, found that wider pulse-widths
produced stronger contractions of plantar-flexion and additionally augmented overall
contractile properties [103]. In addition, longer pulse durations will typically penetrate
more deeply into subcutaneous tissues, so these widths should be used when trying to
impact secondary tissue layers [29]. The pulse-width affects the current amplitude which
is necessary to trigger the action potential and also determines the sensitivity of sensory,
motor or pain stimulation. Pulsed currents with lower pulse-width are less uncomfortable.
As illustrated in Figure 2.8, the sensory, motor and pain sensitivity to stimulation ampli-
tudes is maximal when applying pulses with low duration.
However, in this section, it is important to refer an accommodation phenomena [173],
which makes the excitability threshold of the nervous tissue adaptive and not absolute.
Because of this effect, if the current transfer ratio, which is related to the rise time of the
electrical pulse, is longer than several hundreds of µs, the current amplitude required to
reach the action potential will be superior (Figure 2.9).
The results of this work enabled a deeply discussion correlating amplitude, pulse-




Figure 2.8: Strength-Duration curves: Relation between amplitude and pulse-width when
relating with the influence on excitability thresholds: sensorial, motor and pain tolerance.
Adapted from Robertson et al. [154].
Figure 2.9: Relation between the pulse-width applied and the accommodation of the
nervous fiber: a) the small current transfer ratio triggers the action potential; b) a bigger
current transfer ratio triggers the action potential but showing threshold accommodation;
c) the transfer ratio is very high and never surpasses the excitability threshold.
Frequency: Frequency refers to the pulses produced per second during stimulation.
The frequency of a stimulus affects the clinical response as it influences the muscular con-
traction which can be isolated or tetanic. A tetanic contraction (also called tetanized state
or tetanus) occurs when a motor unit has been maximally stimulated by its motor neuron.
This occurs when a muscle’s motor unit is stimulated by multiple impulses at a sufficiently
high frequency. Each stimulus will cause a twitch. If pulses are delivered slowly enough,
the tension in the muscle will relax between successive twitches. If pulses are delivered
at high frequency, then the twitches will run together, resulting in tetanic contraction.
Stimulation frequencies above approximately 30 Hz produce a tetanic contraction [16].
Most clinical applications use 20-50 Hz patterns for optimal results [15][50]. Increasing the
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stimulus frequency leads to stronger contractions up to a maximum. However this also
increases the rate of muscle fatigue [16][152]. To optimize fatigue, constant low frequency
stimulation is used, which produces a smooth contraction at low force levels [21]. How-
ever, the muscle fatigue index induced by artificial stimulation is always higher than the
voluntary contractions in which the motor neurons activation is triggered asynchronously.
The contraction strength is defined by the number of motor units recruited and by the
frequency of the action potentials.
In terms of patient comfort, typical NMES stimulator frequencies in the range of
30-60Hz are found to be optimum [111].
Figure 2.10 shows the variation of the fiber strength with the stimulus frequency, for
intensities above of the motor limit. A stimulation frequency above 30Hz is indicated for
the production of maximum force.
Figure 2.10: Muscular strength variation with the stimulus frequency, for stimulation
intensities above the motor limit. Adapted from Kitchen et al. [98].
Waveform: In surface electrical stimulation the waveform is the representation of the
variation, over time, of the current or voltage that is injected into the biological tissue.
The polarity, in the context of electrical current, refers to the charge way. The pulse
may be monophasic (unidirectional / continuous polarity) or biphasic (bidireccional /
alternating polarity), as it is represented in Figure 2.11 [66]. The power of the two kinds of
current pulses is equal, but if the wave is symmetrical the charge compensation avoids
the deposition of ions above the electrodes surface which may cause lesions on the tissue
level [140][106].
A typical biphasic stimulus pulse consists of two phases: a stimulating phase and
an adjacent phase of opposite polarity. The simple monophasic stimulus is a periodic
unidirectional pulse, where current passes in only one direction. This type of stimulus is
not used for prolonged periods, as such irreversible faradaic reactions may cause tissue
damage. These negative reactions due to prolonged periods of negative (or positive)
potentials associated with monophasic stimulation is minimized by the use of a biphasic
waveform pulse [20][69][75][82][149][176][128]. Contemporary devices generate pulses of
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Figure 2.11: Examples of electric pulses with different polarities and waveforms.
voltage/current with predefined geometric shapes, traditionally the square wave. Figure
2.12 shows a comparison of stimulation waveforms regarding their ability to generate low
threshold stimulation, low corrosion, and low tissue damage.
There are a very few studies on the practical effect of the waveform on the physiology
response. Durand [56], evaluated the standard waveforms and those studies enabled the
compilation of the information present in Figure 2.12. However, there are still various
waveforms for which the correspondent biological effect is still unknown. The evaluated
parameters by Durand - threshold, corrosion and tissue damage - represent only part of
the information about the effect of the waveform on the excitable tissue.
Figure 2.12: Comparison of stimulation waveforms for their ability to generate low thresh-
old stimulation, low corrosion, and low tissue damage. Adapted from Durand [56].
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2.3 Application of current
The current is defined as the quantity of electrical charges that goes through a conductor
during a determined time interval, i.e. quantity of single charges moving per time unit.
According to Kitchen and Bazin [98] the currents can be direct or alternating and pulsed
or constant.
In the electrical stimulation scope, the most common types are the direct or alternating
pulsed current and the alternating continuous current.
2.3.1 Current Types
For historical reasons, in the clinical perspective, it is usual to identify the applied current,
associating it with a name (example: galvanic current, faradic current) and sometimes
with a differentiating characteristic or a set of characteristics (example: interferential
currents, russian currents). Below are presented the most common nomenclatures in
clinical environments:
• Faradic current: A pulsed current with frequencies between 50 and 75 Hz. The
pulses are monophasic or biphasic, with duration of less than 1 millisecond (ms),
and are traditionally used for motor stimulation;
• Galvanic Current: A continuous current, usually used for iontophoresis;
• TENS Current: Meaning Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, the TENS
current is used to treat pain. The pulse duration is usually a constant value ranging
from 50-200 microsecond (µs) and the pulse frequency is usually adjusted between 2
and 120 Hz;
• Pulsed Current of High Voltage (PCHV): Has a voltage regulated output which
can go up to 500 volts. The stimulus impulse has peaks, has a low duration (ap-
proximately 7µs) and the frequency of double pulses combination can vary, usually
between 1 and 10Hz.
• Russian Current: An alternating current of 2500 Hz, applied in rectangular bursts
with a burst frequency of 50 Hz and duty cycle of 50 %. The bursts are applied for
10 seconds on, following 50 seconds off, for a treatment period of 20 minutes. The
theory inherent to the Russian Current is based on the application of supramaximal
intensities to recruit the maximum number of motor units, favoring the hypertrophy
process.
• Interferential Currents: Consists in two alternating currents in kHz band frequen-
cies, applied in continuous bursts. The two currents have slightly different frequen-
cies and will interfere in the interior of the tissue, producing higher stimulation
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intensity. Interferential current is essentially a deeper form of TENS. The high fre-
quency carrier waveform penetrates the skin more deeply than a regular TENS unit,
with less user discomfort for a given level of stimulation.
• Dynamic Currents: Consists in sinusoidal currents with rectification of half wave
or full wave in the frequency bands of 50 to 60 Hz. As the pulse duration varies
between 10 and 8 milliseconds, the stimulation causes high discomfort.
• Microcurrent: It is characterized by a very low intensity current, even bellow the
sensory threshold. Its usages include treatments for pain,[1] Diabetic neuropathy,[2]
age-related macular degeneration, wound healing, tendon repair, Plantar fasciitis[3]
and ruptured ligament recovery.
2.3.2 Transcutaneous stimulation electrodes
In surface electrical stimulation, the application of current is made through surface ad-
herent electrodes. For the current to reach underlying tissue, its success highly related to
electrode size and placement, as well as the conductivity of the skin-electrode interface
[109]. It is important to consider the type and the dimensions of the electrodes.
Self-adhesive electrodes for transcutaneous stimulation use a gel to contact a conduc-
tive member with the subject’s skin. This sticker, pre-gelled electrodes are currently used
for a better convenience, since they are easy to apply and to remove and don’t require any
extra fixations. They already have adhesive gel, inseparable from the surface, being com-
pletely disposable - although suppliers provide some types that can be reused in the same
patient. The biggest disadvantage of this approach is its cost. There are other electrodes
for surface stimulation: metal plates covered with fabric tissue or carbon electrodes. Those
have lower cost but are also less practical since they require water or special electrode gel
to equally distribute the current over the electrode surface.
The dimensions of the electrode are also an important factor: Bigger electrodes usually
mean a higher comfort in the stimulation [1]. Since the current density per area is lower,
the stimulation is more effective for sensory stimulation, like pain control, and for motor
control. The reaction is stronger since it recruits a bigger amount of motor units [1]. Smaller
electrodes will concentrate current densities, allowing for focal concentration of current
with less chance of stimulation crossover into nearby muscles [161].
2.3.3 Electrode Placement
Placement of electrodes will also markedly influence the muscle response and should be
carefully considered. The electrodes positioning determines the place of higher current
density. The specific positions for the electrodes will depend on the treatment/research/-
diagnosis objective. For example, if the objective is to stimulate an innervated muscle, it
is important to assure that the nerve which innervates the muscle is in the path of the
current [119][169]. Therefore there are usually two options:
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• Over the nerve trunk / the muscles motor point;
• In each one of the muscle terminations, so that the nerve is always in the path of the
current.
The electrodes positioning is therefore related with its configuration: unipolar or
bipolar. The unipolar configuration (Figure 2.13 a) ) uses one active electrode which only
transmits current to the passive electrode (that only receives current). In this configuration
the active electrode has generally an inferior dimension than the passive. Moreover, in
the bipolar configuration (Figure 2.13 b) ) the current flows bidirectionally between both
electrodes which, in this configuration usually have the same dimensions, positioned in
each of the terminations of the muscle group to be stimulated.
Figure 2.13: Electrodes configuration: a) for unipolar current application; b) for bipolar
current application.
The following section describes the most recent circuits used for generic, non-invasive,
electrical stimulation purposes.
2.4 Electrical Stimulation Circuits
Independently of the power source, the architecture of current electrical stimulation
devices comprise at least an analog module to regulate and drive the current to the tissue,
a high voltage module to produce the necessary voltages to overcome the tissue load and
a controller unit that can be analog (using for example an oscillator circuit to generate
the pulses), or digital (using a microcontroller, offering higher control of the electrical
pulse parameters) [44]. Electrical stimulators can be used for specific applications such
as the Parastep [146], RGO [171] designed for the lower limbs stimulation; or Freehand
[74], Handmaster [131], Bionic Glove [150] for controlling the hand. Another example
of specific purpose electrical stimulation devices is the vast list of miniaturized nerve
stimulators analyzed in the work of Shariat et al. [162], using low currents, all limited to
sensory applications.
There are, however, electrical stimulators for general application, such as Grass Tech-
nologies stimulators that provide muscle and nerve stimulation [141][13]. However, due to
factors such as cost/benefit ratio, reliability, comfort and functionality of current devices,
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there is a limited market access [196][162]. Much of the research in the area of NMES
hardware has centered around the use of more sophisticated external sensors, increased
number of stimulation channels, flexibility in terms of adjusting the stimulus parameters
and new closed loop control techniques to reduce muscle fatigue [16][152].
The state-of-the-art electrical stimulators topologies are described by the scheme of
Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Generic configuration of the state of the art stimulators. The Regulation Mode
and Stimulation Steering blocks define the Output Stage of the electrical stimulator.
In the following sections the circuit block diagrams, exposed in Figure 2.14, will be
individually described.
2.4.1 Micro-controller
Present solutions for electrical stimulation rely on a digital micro-controller device that
handles all the peripheral blocks. This module is responsible for managing of the com-
munication with the user, handle the high voltage circuit and apply, parametrize and
control the stimuli. If it is a portable device, like the one developed in this thesis scope, the
micro-controller module will also handle the battery charge and autonomy.
2.4.2 High Voltage
Typical voltages to induce charge transfer to the biological tissue are in the range of 40-200
V. To achieve this range of voltages, using a battery system, thousands of batteries in series
would be required. One way of generating those voltages is through the use of standard
transformers. Large secondary side voltages may be generated from low primary side
transformer voltages. Transformers also have the advantage of providing per se a galvanic
isolation between the contact impedance load and the power source. However due to
high costs, dimensions, heavy weight and inefficiency, the use of transformers in current
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electrical stimulators is out of trend, especially for portable devices [181][44]. A different
and recent approach is based on the use of a step-up or boost converter from the class
of the switched mode power converters. This circuit is capable of producing an output
voltage higher than the input voltage with few components and relative simplicity of
design, as shown in Figure 2.15. The efficiency of this circuit will be as higher as the use of
the energy generated by the inductor when there are current variations on its terminals.
Figure 2.15: Step-up converter or Boost converter.
2.4.3 Regulation Mode
The regulation block makes the control of the electric energy passed to the tissue load. The
stimulator must control one of two variables, voltage or current. Therefore, there are two
classes of devices:
• Constant Voltage: These devices regulate the voltage of the electrical stimuli. In
this configuration, the current delivered to the internal tissues is determined by the
contact impedance plus the tissue impedance. Any fluctuations that may occur in one
of these variables will immediately unbalance the current transferred to the tissue
and consequently change the stimulation effect [163][94]. Some implementations of
constant voltage stimulators also have a built-in safety system to prevent this effect
from causing skin burns due to excessive current density [16][152].
• Constant Current: Constant current devices regulate the stimulation current inde-
pendently of the tissue load and contact load variations. For the majority of the
applications this implementation will enable a higher consistency between the stim-
ulus parameter and the respective effect. This position is consensual among the
scientific community [193][160][140][184].
A common circuit to generate constant current stimuli is the current source shown in







Figure 2.16: Output stage for a constant current stimulator with a voltage controllable
current source.
The operational amplifier (op-amp), actuates in an active feedback, managing the base
of Q1 to control the collector and emitter current, equalizing the voltages in the op-amp
inputs Vin+ and Vin−. The current that will flow into the tissue, represented by Load, is
sensed through a sense resistor, Rsense.
An alternative topology for constant current stimulators is presented by Wu et al.
[193] and represented on Figure 2.17. In this circuit, two current sources drive the Wilson
Current Mirrors. Half circuit is to drive positive stimuli and the other half drives the
negative ones. This implementation also needs the use of two High Voltage (HV) power
sources, one negative and one positive. The current applied to the skin is given by the
nominal value of R1 and R2.
2.4.4 Stimulation Steering
As discussed previously, some applications require the use of biphasic pulses. In this case,
the current needs to flow in both directions of the electrodes. The stimulation steering
block defines if the hardware only applies monophasic pulses or also biphasic ones. The
monophasic approach enables an implementation simplicity that biphasic circuits can not.
The circuit in Figure 2.16, previously described, is an example of a monophasic constant
current stimulator. Current will only flow from the HV module to the ground connector
and never the opposite. An example of a biphasic constant current implementation was
also described previously in Figure 2.17. With the usage of two independent HV modules
(one for positive stimuli and another for negative ones), the current can flow in both
directions on the tissue. Another option for generating biphasic electrical stimuli is through
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Figure 2.17: Output stage for constant current stimulator with two high voltages sources
and two Wilson current mirrors [193].
the use of centered referenced transformers. With two distinct coils on the secondary, it is
possible to generate two independent power supplies. This implementation is not very
common, for reasons already explained previously, in the generation of high voltages,
given the required size and inefficiency.
The most common method currently used for biphasic impulses generation is the
polarity commutation, as exemplified in Figure 2.18 [31][100][165]. This is the simplified
version of a common circuit for current commutation, and it is known as H-bridge. It
belongs to the class of constant voltage and enables the application of biphasic pulses with
the correct setting of the transistors Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 that act like a switch.
As referred previously, electrical stimulation is a fundamental instrument to study
a diversity of fields associated with human physiology. When addressing the recent
technology used in electrical stimulation, it is imperative to clarify an important aspect:
the market offers a set of solutions already validated, with reduced dimensions and
characteristics such as portability, high efficiency, high autonomy, among others; these
solutions are completely focused in a single objective and therefore, the parametrizations
of the devices are pre-programmed. As an example we have the vast range of electrical
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Figure 2.18: Representation of a typical current steering output stage.
stimulation for NMES. However, electrical stimulation has a much larger scope and, mainly
in the research context, the degrees of freedom that the current electrical stimulation
devices allow are still insufficient. This motivates the development of new hardware












The answers to the previously raised questions represent important contributions to
achieve new goals and knowledge in the electrophysiological field. The challenges raised
by these questions are inaccessible with current market technology. In this regard, it is
necessary to develop new methodologies for non-invasive human electrical stimulation.
In this chapter, the main steps in the development of an electrical stimulator with reliable
temporal synchronization with a biosignal acquisition system are described. All the
device’s modules and their operation are depicted, as well as the configuration and control
software and the device’s mechanical components.
3.1 Requirements
The first development stage of any solution is an effective requirement analysis. The
requirements for this project were defined as a set of functional, technical, usability and
other characteristics that make it possible to answer the scientific questions previously
raised.
3.1.1 Functional and Technical Requirements
In order to achieve an efficient operation in the wide contexts of electrical stimulation,
during the device design plan, some functional characteristics were defined. Those charac-
teristics are enumerated below.
1. Parametrization: The electrical stimulator should allow to completely parametrize
the electrical pulses applied. The parametrization of an electrical stimulus has a direct
influence on the physiological response of the stimulated tissue. A greater freedom of
electrical pulse parametrization allows a broader control of some parameters already
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studied (frequency, amplitude, pulse-width) and others in which the physiological
response is still unknown (pulse waveform, charge and polarity).
2. Storage: The system should be able to store stimulation modes, each one with differ-
ent waveforms, frequencies, amplitudes and times. It should also store stimulation
sessions, which enable changes between modes in pre-programmed times. Data
must be retained for the same duration of the hardware’s lifetime.
3. Communication: In order to maximize usability and autonomy, all the control and
device configuration should be done using a generic wireless application.
4. Synchronization: The system should be interoperable with a biosignal acquisition
system. This key feature is fundamental for the evaluation of stimulus/response
studies which are essential for the understanding of the human physiology and in
the diagnosis of neurodegenerative pathologies. This feature is also important for
the closed loop systems used in Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES). In those
cases, the electrical stimuli are optimized according to the biofeedback acquired
from the sensors.
5. Input/Output external trigger: The possibility of assigning an external pin as an
input or output trigger could be an important feature for market systems integration
and for external devices control, such as servo motors, among others.
6. Low Intrusiveness: The system should contain characteristics which minimize as
much as possible the impact of its usage on the test subjects. Constraints such as
weight, dimension or wires can cause a psychological impact that may have an effect
on the results or on the clinical methodology efficiency.
7. Enclosure: The hardware should be completely closed, with a simple On/Off button,
a status indicator and the necessary plugs for stimulation, external communication
and charging.
8. Autonomy: The device should have a high energy efficiency to increase the auton-
omy of the system and consequently increase the usability.
To fulfill each of the functional requirements here depicted, the device needs to meet
one or more technical characteristics, requiring specific technical dimensioning. Table 3.1
gathers the functional requirements and presents the respective technical requirements of
the developed system.
Other requirements, non functional or technical, were also taken into account, and are
briefly described in the following sections.
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Table 3.1: Functional requirements and the correspondent technical requirements.
Functional Requirements Technical Requirements
1. Parametrization Current modulation;
Current range: [-100:100] mA (≤0.1 mA);
Frequency: [1:200] Hz (≤1 Hz);
Pulse-width: [5:500] us (≤5 µs);
Monophasic and Biphasic drive possibility;
Waveform Design Possibility;
2. Storage
Possibility to have a storage architecture in the de-
vice memory to automate the stimulation protocols
(modes and session storing);
3. Communication
The circuit should contain a Bluetooth module with
protocol v2.0;
4. Synchronization
Development of specific electronics for synchroniza-
tion cable, connected through digital port;
5. Input/Output external trig-
ger
Digital pin Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL), Inter-
Integrated Circuit (I2C) for other systems interoper-
ability;
6. Low Intrusiveness Small dimensions and light weight;
Portable;
Wireless;
7. Enclosure Closed hardware;
On/Off button switch;
LED bi-color interface, informing device state using
color and frequency;
Jack plug for stimulation, digital plug for external
communication and jack plug for charging;
8. Autonomy
The circuit should maximize the energy efficiency,
supplied by a single Lithium battery of 3.7V.
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3.1.2 Usability Requirements
Usability requirements are also very important and need to be considered carefully in the
development of the system.
Ease of use affects the users performance, their satisfaction and affects whether the
product is used or not [80]. To answer the scientific questions raised before and for
reliability purposes, the methodology needs to be applied on subjects with different
clinical conditions and pathologies with different severity. Those conditions can drastically
compromise the freedom of movement, the comprehension and the cooperation capacity
in the clinical application. Characteristics such as portability, wireless communication and
simple hardware enclosure, as noted before, already improve usability. It is important that
the device itself has an high usability, a steep learning curve and that the user-interface
should have a clean and easy to use control.
3.1.3 Safety Requirements
As this device will drive high voltages to the human body (hundreds of Volts), specific
safety requirements must also be considered.
For any error that the system may have, the device should automatically stop the
current flow that goes to the human body. The high voltage module should be immediately
turned off.
The system should detect if the connection between the interface and the device is lost.
When that happens, the device should immediately stop the electrical current application
and turn off the high voltage module.
An excess of bad usage or skin saturation may cause short-circuits in the stimulation
electrodes. The device should detect the short-circuits and immediately limit the output
current.
3.1.4 Software Requirements
The hardware architecture enables command input from an external software currently
running in Windows or Android Platform.
The software interface should enable the full parametrization and control of the de-
vice and can be developed with no language restrictions, as long as it implements the
communication layer between software and firmware, called Application Programming
Interface (API). The main requirement for the API resides in the fidelity and reliability of
communication when sending or receiving commands between device and interface.
Whichever interface that may be implemented needs to fulfill all safety regulations or
standards for electrical stimulation devices.
The interface should inform about the device state: turned off, idle mode or stimulating.
The interface should also inform the Bluetooth connection status: if the connection is being
lost or if the device is out of range.
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These requirements guided the development of a transcutaneous neuromuscular
electrical stimulator. Its design, concerning hardware dimensioning, will be described in
the following section.
3.2 Hardware
The hardware for the solution developed can be divided into several modules and sub-
modules. The main modules of the electrical stimulator are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and
enumerated next.
Figure 3.1: Overview of the hardware architecture.
• Microcontroller, µC: This is the main module of the device, being the intelligent
processing unit which controls the whole system.
• Power: Responsible for power supply of all the modules and battery charge man-
agement.
• High Voltage: Responsible for generating high voltage which is used in non-invasive
electrical stimulation.
• User interface: To control, secure and inform the basic device functions.
• Current drive: Responsible for current control and steering.
• Digital port: Used for the synchronization with the biosignals acquisition unit, as
an external actuator, or as an input/output trigger.
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• Application interface: Establishes the communication interface with the control
application (software).
In the following sections, each module will be described in detail.
3.2.1 Microcontroller
The microcontroller ensures the management of the whole system. This processing unit is
connected to all the submodules, transmitting or receiving control commands. It is config-
ured to make decisions based on the external commands received through the Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) from the serial port and the information
from the system modules. The microcontroller is also capable of sending information in
the opposite direction, to the application.
On the scheme in Figure 3.2, the input/output flow between the microcontroller and
the system constituent modules are represented.
Figure 3.2: Overview of the modules for the whole system and correspondent data flow
inputs/outputs for the microcontroller.
The microcontroller acts according to an embedded code, called firmware. The follow-





To fully understand the mechanism of the microncontroller, first it is important to clarify
its memory structure. The architecture of a microcontroller has two main memory parti-
tions: the program memory and the data memory. The executable code can reside only
in the program memory, while data can be stored both in program memory and data
memory. The data memory has volatile spaces, which comprises data erased every time
the microcontroller reboots, and non-volatile memory spaces, the data that is kept during
the lifetime of the microcontroller [11].
Figure 3.3 represents the memory structure of the microcontroller used. In this specific
device the memory is allocated in three main types that will be described next
Figure 3.3: The three main memory types and its structure on the device.
The Flash Memory stores the application code and the bootloader. It is a non-volatile
memory which can be accessed to read and write from an external programmer or from
application software. The application code is the set of instructions that define the be-
havior of the system. A bootloader is a program that runs in the microcontroller and
upon receiving new code instructions, writes it into the program memory. Therefore, the
bootloader gives the microcontroller the ability to reprogram its own flash. It is mostly
used to make firmware application updates [48]. The bootloader code is only executed
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when a new firmware version is detected in the first set of instructions of the application.
The Electrically-Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) is also a
non-volatile memory, used to store data. It is possible to read from the EEPROM unlimited
times, but the writing is limited (between 100000 and 1 million). Being non-volatile, the
EEPROM retains its contents even when the power is turned off. The EEPROM is similar
to the Flash Memory, but much slower to access [156]. This memory space was used to
store static values such as:
• The calibration data of the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and the Digital-to-
Analog Converter (DAC);
• The firmware version number, for updates control and hardware compatibility
management;
• The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), an encryption key used for the command
encryption;
• The data for the Bluetooth module name, baud rate and communication configuration.
Finally, the Stimulation Data, is stored on a volatile memory space, meaning that the
information is erased in every reboot. One of the gaps in current electrostimulator devices
is the lack of freedom to schedule a stimulation session, i.e., a set of different stimuli,
applied for a specific time and order. To overcome this, a static memory structure was
conceived, enabling the storage of one electrostimulation session, with different impulse
parametrization, different durations and different ordering. This structure can be divided
into modes and sessions.
A mode is a set of impulse parametrizations: pulse-width, frequency, amplitude,
polarization and the waveform itself. In Figure 3.3 it is possible to see the type and range
of each parameter. For the waveform, the system receives an array (of 100 points) with
a temporal representation of the electrical impulse. This array has a resolution of 5 µs in
time and 25 µA in amplitude. Each mode stored is associated to a number, and is possible
to store up to 30 different modes. A session is a set of scheduled modes and correspondent
duration. Each line of the session table is called state and is composed with a mode, a time
duration and the indication of the next state. The next state parameter allows the creation
of loop sessions. It is possible to store up to 60 states in one session.
The stimulation data stored in the device memory can be read and re-written through
the application interface, using a set of instructions defined in the firmware that access




The firmware is the source code with all the instructions that the microcontroller runs. The
general operation of the application code is schematized in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Structure of the application code.
To optimize energy consumption and processing capacity, the code structure is based
on a workflow which allows the main cycle, the one that is most called, to be just a sleep
instruction. That will make the microcontroller spend most of the time on an energy
saving mode. To achieve that, all the operation code and system management works with
interrupts, minimizing blocking routines. The microcontroller used works at 32 MHz,
which allows a very fast execution of the instructions given, and spend the rest of the time
on energy saving mode. Five groups of system interrupts were defined:
1. The UART interrupts, which are associated with the communication command
exchanging with the control application;
2. The interrupts of the user interface: the Light Emitting Diode (LED) and the button;
3. The interrupts of the power module;
4. The interrupts of the high voltage module;
5. The interrupts of the current drive module.
In the event of an abnormal operation of the microcontroller, there is a protection
mechanism, called ’Watchdog’, which will reset the program counter, forcing the system
to reboot and return to the factory settings.
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The main application routines and the interruption groups will be briefly described
next.
MAIN():
In many programming languages, the main function is where a program starts its exe-
cution. The first instruction of the MAIN routine is to verify if this is the first run of the
application or not. If yes, it will call the SETUP routine, otherwise it will perform some
extra configurations, like turning on the Bluetooth module and other peripherals that need
to be initialized, enable the interrupts and turn on the sleep mode waiting for the next
interruption.
SETUP():
The SETUP routine is called in the the first run of the system or after an hard reset done by
the watchdog. This routine is the responsible for the configuration of the microcontroller
and its peripherals.
This routine first evaluates if there are firmware updates available. If so, the stack is
passed on to the bootloader so that the application code is re-written. However, most of the
times there are no updates, and therefore the application code proceeds with the following
configuration steps:
1. Peripherals configuration (DAC, ADC, timers, etc);
2. Peripherals calibration (DAC and ADC);
3. Port configuration and assignment;
4. Bluetooth programming (name, baud rate, communication set up);
5. Variables and structures memory allocation;
6. Prioritization of interrupts.
The last step of the SETUP configuration process is crucial for the correct functioning
of the system. With all the application codes based only on interrupts, there is a possibility
of simultaneous occurrences. In these cases, the microcontroller needs to know which
interrupt should be handled first, and therefore a prioritization is very important. The
microcontroller enables 3 priority levels for the interrupts.
UART INTERRUPTS():
The UART will raise an interrupt any time the system needs to send or receive a command
from or to the application control. In the application code, these commands are divided
into received or transmitted commands. For the commands being received, the first step is
to validate them. Several validation mechanisms were implemented, such as the Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) of 8bits [192], which guarantees that the command is not
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corrupt and comes from the application control. Then, the command is forwarded to
its class. Received commands are described in the API section and concerns mainly the
configuration of the device, start or stop stimulation and system test. For each command
received, there is always an immediate response to the application control, after the
command validation, with an Acknowledge (ACK) or Not Ok (NOK). The integrity
command validation process is reversed in terms of command transmission. The data
being transmitted can be divided into three classes:
1. Stimulation Data: Skin impedance, short circuit check, stimulation trigger when in
automatic session mode;
2. Test data: Used in the system test;
3. System data: Battery value, loss of communication, hardware and firmware version,
high voltage module state and value
On Figure 3.5 it is represented the command reception and data transmission.
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the UART interrupts divided into received or sent commands.
POWER MODULE INTERRUPTS():
The power module will raise tree types of interrupts.
• Jack check interrupt: To notify the system if the jack charger is on. If so, the system
will automatically turn off the stimulation.
• Battery charge state interrupt: The interrupt will be raised any time that there is a
change in the internal battery charging state. The charger states are:
1. Not charging;
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2. Charging;
3. Charge error number 1 (over temperature, which is related to over current on
the battery);
4. Charge error number 2 (the jack is on but there is no current on the system to
perform the battery charge).
• Battery level interrupt: This interrupt warns the user when the device battery is
below 30% of its nominal value. When this happens, there is also a change of the
LED state (described in the User Interface interrupts class).
HIGH VOLTAGE INTERRUPTS():
The high voltage module raises two groups of interrupts: state and value interrupts.
• State interrupts: The state interrupts can be ’high voltage is ON’, ’high voltage is OFF’
and ’error on generating high voltage’.
• Value interrupts: This interrupt updates the system with the output high voltage
value, programmable between 80V and 120V, and the input voltage of this module,
so that the system can handle possible bad behaviors.
CURRENT DRIVE INTERRUPTS():
The current drive interrupts are divided into three subclasses, as it can be seen bellow.
• The Stimulation control: Contains the current steering interrupts (controlling the
polarity of the electric pulse), the current control (controlling the current intensity of
the electric pulse) and all the remaining stimulation parameters gathered from the
mode structure and session structure. These sets of interrupts are specially optimized
as they occur at least at a 200kHz rate.
• Stimulation data: These interrupts are responsible for giving information to the
system regarding skin impedance, short circuit check and stimulation trigger, when
in automatic session mode.
• Digital port: Handle all the communications of the digital port. This will be de-
scribed in more detail in the Digital Port Module section.
USER INTERFACE INTERRUPTS():
The physical interface with the user consists in a single button and two LED indicators,
one red and one green. Table 3.2 gathers the system states and correspondent LED changes.
The system state’s changes will automatically trigger an interrupt concerning the LED
color and frequency.
The button essentially toggles the system state between ON (idle) and OFF. If the
button is pressed on idle mode or stimulating, it will turn off the device and disable all
interrupts, except the button and power interrupts. If the button is pressed when the
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Table 3.2: The LEDs indication and correspondent device state.
LEDs State
Green: OFF System sleeping
Red: OFF




Green: OFF Idle mode with low battery
Red: 1Hz




Green: Permanent Charging error 1
Red: Blink Once
Green: Permanent Charging error 2
Red: Blink Twice
Green: 1Hz Device is ON and the
Red: Blink three times High Voltage was turned on
device is turned off, automatically it will run the main code. There is also a security
mechanism associated with the button event: if the button is pressed when stimulating, it
will automatically turn off the high voltage module and the current drive module.
Through the firmware, the microcontroller communicates with all the peripheral
modules. In the following sections, the data flow between the microcontroller and the
specific module will be described.
3.2.2 Power
The power module controls the supply maintenance of the system. This module comprises
a battery, a battery charge management block, an instantaneous current control and a
linear regulation block (Figure 3.6).
For safety reasons, the stimulation device is powered by a 3.7 V Lithium battery
pack with a capacity of 800 mAh. This allows for 5 hours of continuous supramaximal
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the power module architecture.
stimulation and up to 24 hours of idle mode. The battery has a control block integrated,
that verifies if the battery is working correctly in order to prevent over-heating and over-
charging. Whenever one of these situations occurs, the electrical flow is automatically
interrupted, and the system is turned-off.
The battery charge management block assures correct battery charging. This block
transmits the information regarding the charging status (’in process’ or ’concluded’), to the
microcontroller, and reports the errors that may occur. This block has also a protection
chip which controls the current and charge that are given to the battery. The device has a
protection mechanism that interrupts the charging if an excessive current is provided.
The system was dimensioned for exclusive use of a medical grade Alternating Current
(AC) Power adapter. The wireless stimulation unit can be used when in charging mode,
without any possible harmful effects to the users, since the AC power adapter follows the
human electrical safety standards. However, as an additional safety measure, when the
device is charging its usage is limited to configuring sessions, modes or the device itself,
not allowing electrical stimulation. To prevent incorrect usages, the power module detects
if the charger jack was connected and immediately turns off the high voltage module and
current drive module.
An instantaneous current control module was implemented, enabling the control of
instantaneous current consumption. This also guarantees that the current does not exceed
a critical safety value and that, regardless of the current drawn from the other modules
during charging, the battery charging time is always standardized, depending only on
the battery capacity. To maximize the battery life, its voltage never reaches full discharge.




Finally, the voltage control of the system submodules is done through a Low-dropout
Regulator (LDO). An LDO with two independent outputs is used. One of the outputs refers
to the supply and stabilization of the high voltage and current drive modules, which are
essentially analog. The remainder output supplies the digital modules: the communication
and the microcontroller modules. This way, possible interferences between digital and
analog modules are mitigated.
3.2.3 High Voltage
Due to rather high electrode-skin impedance (several kΩ), a high Direct Current (DC)
voltage is needed for the generation of 50 to 100 mA current pulses that are used for supra
maximal stimulation of muscles, for example. The production of constant voltages near
100 V, with currents that can easily reach 100mA in a portable system powered at 3.7 V is
an engineering challenge. This circuit is based on the basic principle of the DC-DC step up
converter or boost converter, described in the previous chapter (as schematized in 2.15).
It is highly optimized to reach the output power needed with the lowest consumption
possible.
As seen in Figure 3.7, the module contains a management unit and a step up circuit.
The former reports informations to the microcontroller, such as errors in the generation of
high voltage or simply the input voltage value. It also physically turns on and off the step
up boost module and selects the voltage output value, which can be adjustable between
80 and 120 V. The step up boost module powers the constant current stimulation pulse
generator on the current drive module.
Figure 3.7: Illustration of the high voltage module architecture.
This is a critical module, not only because of the performance required but also because
of its impact in the whole circuit. The generation of high voltage in a boost converter
topology forces the usage of several frequencies varying between 100 kHz and several
MHz. Such frequencies originate current glitches in the maintenance circuit. If not handled
adequately, those glitches easily condition the whole system and contaminate all signals of
the circuit. For that, it was necessary to efficiently isolate the high voltage circuit, working
at the physical layers of a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and respective signal planes.
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3.2.4 User interface
To maintain a high usability, the system only has a physical button and two LED indicators
(red and green). The detailed operation modes of the indicator LED and the button were
described previously in the firmware section. One of the button’s features is the emergency
stop of the electrical stimulation. Therefore, the button needs to be very responsive,
enabling high precision in the detection of true actions and maximum discrimination
of false positives. The design of the button was optimized taken into consideration the
reliability and responsiveness of its function. It was printed on a PCB and actuated through
a conductor circumference which closes the button’s contact in 360◦. This conductor surface
is coupled to a rubber interface available to the user. The indicators LED are placed in the
center of the button and with custom optical guides the light is uniformly transmitted
over the rubber interface. This way, the button is more reliable and sensitive, and allow an
easy visualization of the device state through the LED. Figure 3.8 presents a photography
of the device’s button with integrated green and red LED.
Figure 3.8: Device button turned off and with green and red LED turned on.
3.2.5 Current drive
The current drive module is responsible for providing the final current to the biological
tissue. This module needs to control the intensity and polarity of the electrical stimulus.
In some contemporary approaches, the control of the intensity and the polarity is done
in different modules. However, such approach adds complexity and limitations to the
system, regarding the response time and the current dynamic range. The following set up
implements in the same module current steering and control, for polarity and intensity
control, respectively, using an architecture based in the traditional H-bridge1. For that, the
microcontroller needs 4 control signals: Steering 1, Steering 2, Control 1 and Control 2.
The functioning principle of this module is schematized in Figure 3.9.
The steering signals 1 and 2 serve as ON/OFF switches, controlling the current flow.
The control signals 1 and 2 come from two DAC outputs and control the nominal current
intensity in the inferior flank of the H-bridge. To allow commutation control and wave-
form, the control signals are updated every 5 µs.
1The H-bridge is highly used for all types of circuits which need current commutation, as the steppers




Figure 3.9: Illustration of the current drive module architecture.
To avoid distortions in the waveform of the stimulus, the analog hardware for current
control needs to have a response time smaller than the time for digital control. For that, a
feedback loop was implemented, with feedback times in the order of nanoseconds. The
current control’s digital signals are filtered for high frequency noise reduction that may
appear in the circuit line that passes from the microcontroller to the current drive module.
The system is designed to output a dynamic range of 0-100 mA with a resolution of 0.024
mA.
There are two states for the control signals, which correspond to the two opposite
current flows:
• Positive: Steering 1 ON, Steering 2 OFF, Control 1 OFF, Control 2 controlling current;
• Negative: Steering 1 OFF, Steering 2 ON, Control 1 controlling current, Control 2
OFF.
The implementation of this module raises technological challenges worthy of attention.
The steering signals actuators, represented in Figure 3.9 as switches, in OFF mode suffer
from high reverse voltages that can go from some Volts to near the maximum value of
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the High Voltage output. The control loops actuated by the control signals 1 and 2 in OFF
mode withstand very high voltages (a value close to the High Voltage’s). Given that this
circuit requires quick response times, special care in the component dimensioning phase
was necessary. Since the control signals can be updated every 5 µs, as mentioned before,
transient signals on the analog component may need to be attenuated and handled in
order to minimize its impact on the current drive and control.
This module also gives the microcontroller some information regarding the stimu-
lation. The short circuit signal is properly conditioned to be read in ADC ports of the
microcontroller. The system gathers information about the electrode impedance, skin load,
possible short circuits and electrodes detachments.
3.2.6 Digital port
One of the stimulator’s differentiating characteristics and of high scientific relevance is the
possibility of synchronization with a biosignal acquisition system. This synchronization is
one of the features enabled by the digital port module.
As defined by requirements, the digital port has an I2C communication, General
Purpose Input Output (GPIO), which is used to obtain a TTL wave synchronized with
the stimulus being applied, or to be an external trigger to a pre-associated stimulus. This
port also has a DAC output, which allows it to obtain a low voltage replica of the stimulus
being applied. As output, it has also a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal, which can
be used to control an external device, like a servomotor.
3.2.6.1 Synchronization with biosignals
The synchronization with the biosignal acquisition system is done through the stimulation
replica signal or through the square signal of the GPIO, which can be set to oscillate from
0 to 3 V for each stimulus. The conclusions taken on the stimulus-response physiological
effect are only valid if the synchronization has a much higher temporal resolution than the
process that is being studied. Generally, the fastest physiological responses of human body
are done in the millisecond scale. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a synchronization
definition of nanoseconds. There are no constrains regarding the processor, since it has an
execution speed of 32 MHz, which means that each execution takes 31.25 nanoseconds
(ns).
It is also required that the signal coming from the stimulator is galvanic isolated
from the input signal of the acquisition signal. For that, optical decoupling electronics
were developed. Without it, the acquisition system would suffer interferences caused
by the stimulation system, affecting the reliability and quality of the signals acquired.
Since the microcontroller speed of both the stimulator and the acquisition system is
very high (nanoseconds), the bottleneck of this synchronization system would be in the
decoupling circuit. To avoid delays in the synchronization signal, the execution speed
of the decoupling system needs to be as high as possible. For that, the components
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dimensioning was carefully chosen. The temporal resolution of the developed decoupling
system is 3µs.
Figure 3.10 presents an illustration of the stimulation system connected with the system
for biosignals acquisition through the synchronization cable.
Figure 3.10: Representation scheme of the acquisition and stimulation system, with syn-
chronization cable: a) electrical stimulator; b) synchronization electronics enclosed; c)
biosignals acquisition system.
In the following chapters, where the application of the stimulator in objective studies
is presented, the importance of the temporal synchronization process will be described.
3.2.6.2 External system drive
As it was described before, an important feature present in the digital port is a PWM signal.
This signal, as other communication signals like the I2C protocol, can be very useful in
the control of an external actuation system. An example of its usage is presented in the
next chapter, where the PWM pulse is used to manage the rotation speed, the angle and
direction of an external servo motor.
3.2.7 Application interface
The application interface module establishes the communication channel between the
microcontroller and an external control application that integrates the API in a smartphone,
a computer or a tablet device.
This module is composed by an integrated Bluetooth block2, which contains a 2.4GHz
2Bluetooth protocol v2.0, Enhanced Data Rate (EDR), with CE and FCC certifications:
• Directive EMC 89/336/EEC, from 92/31/EEC and 93/68/EEC (electromagnetic compatibility); Direc-
tive 2002/95/EC (restriction of dangerous substances); FCC ID: QOQWT12.
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Radio Transceiver, a radio frequency microcontroller and an UART serial port. The maxi-
mum range of wireless connectivity is 100 meters. This range is highly dependent on the
gain of the Bluetooth block in the controlling device (PC, smartphone or tablet).
The wireless communication module guarantees the galvanic isolation between the
user or test subject and the control system. However, using a wireless system requires
additional safety considerations. The radiations emitted are electromagnetic, non-ionizing,
in the radio frequency range and are intended only for air communication between the
device and the control application. These radiations may interfere with other devices
which use radio communication. The communication block itself may suffer interferences
from other devices.
To mitigate this physical risk, it was necessary to:
• Guarantee that this radiation is inside the limits of operation, allowing the normal
functioning of the device and not interfering with neighboring devices, according to
directive 89/336/EEC;
• Guarantee that the Bluetooth technology confirms the reception of data and indi-
cates the user when the environmental noise conditions do not allow for a reliable
reception.
This section closes the hardware module description. The following section summa-
rizes the necessary steps for the development of a final product, both to enhance usability
of the system and for a quick integration in a product line. Also in the next section there
will be a quick presentation of the final device main characteristics.
3.3 Electrical stimulator device
After all hardware modules are dimensioned, the next step is to layout a PCB, which will
contain all components and links needed in a miniaturized way. With the PCB completed,
the final step is to integrate the system in an appropriate enclosure box (Figure 3.11).
Figure 3.11: Illustration of the development cycle of the final solution, composed by three
main development classes: hardware design, implementation and miniaturization on PCB
and final box enclosure.
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3.3.1 Printed Circuit Board
During the development stages of this device, three different PCB versions were conceived:
a beta version (v0.1), still without the power module, the v1.0 version already with that
module, and the current version v1.1, an enhancement of v1.0 with the possibility of
session scheduling and control of the High Voltage value.
The designed PCB is composed of 4 layers with conductive tracks, drills routes for
transmission of signal or power lines. The top and bottom layers host the circuit compo-
nents, as illustrated in Figure 3.12.
As already referred, the design and implementation of a high performance circuit
regarding voltage levels, portability and low consumption, required extra care in the PCB
layout. The ground planes of high voltage occupy a dedicated area and the connection
with the remainder ground planes of the board is made in a single PCB point with the aid
of a filter. This way, the effects of the current peaks and the high voltage generation noise
are minimized.
Figure 3.12: PCB version v1.1 illustration: a) top layer, with the microcontroller and
indicator LED’s components positioning; b) bottom layer, with the battery, the bluetooth
module, the micro-usb synchronization channel, the stimulation and the charger jack
connectors positioning.
3.3.2 Box Enclosure
For an ergonomic usage of the system, the casing enclosure has sideways connections
for stimulation jack and digital port and a clip for belt attachment. In the frontal part of
the casing, there is an ON/OFF button, limiting the possibility of turning on the device
by accident. The casing has reduced dimensions and is light weight (84x53x10mm, 50g),
given the decisions of miniaturization taken. It is composed of a top case, a base, a clip
and a button, as illustrated in Figure 3.13.
There are no bulges, sharp vertexes or moving parts, minimizing the risk of physical in-
juries for the user. The wireless communication option also guarantees that the movement
constraints during the treatment are minimum or non-existent. The casing box is sealed
and does not contain any holes that would allow the non intentional introduction of solid
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Figure 3.13: System assembly illustration: a) top case; b) PCB; c) bottom case; d) attachment
belt.
substances. The system uses a micro USB plug for the digital port, because of its reliable
nature, a specific jack for the charging, and a 2.5mm jack for the electrical stimulation.
The usage of the 2.5mm jack for the electrical stimulation allows the adoption of a wide
range of electrical stimulation standard accessories, either within nerve stimulation, or
muscular stimulation (Figure 3.14 ). With this standardization, a varied range of electrodes
can be used with the system [172].
Figure 3.14: Accessories for a) nerve stimulation; b) muscle stimulation.
3.3.3 The Product
Figure 3.15 presents a photograph of the final assembly of the developed electrical stimu-
lator. This figure also gathers the device’s technical specifications.
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Figure 3.15: Photograph of the final electrical stimulation device and summary of specifi-
cations.
The final system that enables the electrophysiological studies performed in this PhD
is composed by the electrical stimulator, the synchronization electronics here described,
and the biosignalsplux system [144], a signal acquisition device from PLUX, Wireless
Biosignals, S.A. [145], where this doctoral study was inserted, together with FCT-UNL.
The fatigue evaluation study, that will be described in Chapter 7, is an exception since the
force was evaluated through a Biodex system that was synchronized with the electrical
stimulator, instead of the biosignalsplux system.
The electrical stimulator and synchronization circuit was not only developed in a
purely scientific alignment, but also to fill in the gaps existent in most market devices and
to include this device in the company’s line of products [145]. This concern is reflected in
the high usability of the system and the integration flexibility with other products, such as
in the physiotherapy line, in which it is already being integrated for pelvic floor training
usage.
This also has repercussions in the deeply characterization and evaluation performed to
the system final specifications, executed through extensive test protocols. In the following
chapter, a summary of the main procedures from the test characterization and security
protocol will be described.
Attached in appendix - Appendix C - is a brochure for the electrical stimulation device
developed, in which all technical features are summarized.
To fully complete the final package, software solutions were also considered and will
be described next.
3.4 Software
To control the electrical stimulator device, the implementation of a software architecture
was required. The hardware was designed and developed to allow greater flexibility in
the stimulation control parameters. The hardware implementation delegates the real-time
control in an external application where it is possible to manipulate the entire stimulation
protocol. To consider a vast set of applications, from the generic to user-specific and also
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to enable the control software to be platform independent, an Application Programming
Interface (API) was designed.
3.4.1 API
The API is composed by a series of methods created to control and directly communicate
with the device. Also, it makes the bridge between the Human Computer Interface (HCI)
software and the actuation hardware. Through this API, the hardware is configured with
the necessary information for the stimulation protocol and the start/stop of the session.
The API for the actuation and control of the electrical stimulator is integrated in the
same architecture as the one previously developed for biosignal acquisition. The intention
was to make a fully integrated acquisition and stimulation system, enabling the user the
possibility of controlling both the stimulation and the acquisition in an easy and complete
way. The integrated API was implemented in C++ with wrappers already developed for
Python, Java and Android (Figure 3.16).
Figure 3.16: Integrated API for biosignals acquisition and control of the stimulator.
The methods comprised in the StimDev class of the API, are divided into five subclasses:
Device, when referring to configurations in the stimulation device; Stim, with methods for
the device actuation; Mode, for the modes configuration; Session, for the configuration of
the sessions; Digital Port, for the digital port configuration. Below are small descriptions




findDevices(): Finds a list of devices in range and return their Media Access Control
(MAC) Address and description in a list. getBattery(): Returns the percentage of the
remaining battery charge.
setCalib(): Sets the DAC Calibration.
setHVoltageState(bool): Sets high voltage state.
• Stim
outputUnitPulse(mode): Applies an output unitary pulse of the given mode.
startMode(mode, time): Starts a stimulation mode with the time duration given.
readImpedance(): Returns electrodes and body tissue impedance.
continuousRunningIfNoNet(bool): Sets if the system should continue the session or
not, in case the communication is compromised.
startSession(stateChanges): Starts a stimulation session.
stop(): Stops any stimulation.
• Mode
setWaveOnMode(wave, mode): Sets a stimulation waveform, received in an array [0-
100]mA on a mode.
setFreqOnMode(freq, mode): Associates a stimulation frequency to a mode.
assignTriggerToMode(pin, mode): Assigns an external trigger pin to the onset of a
defined mode.
• Session
setTimeOnState(time, state): Sets the duration of a state, in seconds.
setModeOnState(mode, state): Associates a stimulation mode to a state.
setMaxStateChanges(maxChanges): Defines the maximum number of iterations of the
session, in case of a closed loop.
setTimeout(time): Sets the received timeout, in milliseconds.
setNextStateOnState(state, nextState): Sets next state on a state.
• Digital Port
setIO(bool): Sets the IO pin High or Low.
readIO(void): Returns the value of the IO pin.
setPWM(freq, duty): Controls the frequency and dutycycle of the PWM pin.
I2C Command Class: This is a class for the I2C communication protocol.
This API enables the design of a closed system with pre-defined configurations, actuat-
ing the stimulator for a user’s specific need, or the design of a generic interface capable
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of easily change the configurations of the stimulator in each usage. Neurophysiology re-
search, and research in general, requires differentiated applications dedicated to a specific
goal. Because of this, a high percentage of the researchers usually writes custom software
routines. These custom solutions rarely offer the flexibility and extensibility needed for
them to be transferable across platforms, hardware configurations, and experimental set
ups without significant modifications. Therefore, software/hardware solutions intended to
create multi-purpose platforms (for sports, therapy or investigation) need a strong, generic
and dynamic interface, which enables the user to create its own protocols [178][150].
3.4.2 Interfaces
For the intended use of a generic user interface, the core features considered were:
• Parametrize the electrostimulator with the specific needs for each protocol;
• Operation of the electrostimulator with start/stop of a session, a mode or a unit
pulse;
• Real time synchronization with biosignals acquisition;
• Possibility to apply algorithms in the acquired signal and transmit feedback to the
electrostimulator.
The flexibility of the developed API enables the hardware architecture to accept input
commands from an interface hosted on a computer or an Android based system, via
bluetooth. This raises new possibilities of portability and processing performance in the
electrical stimulation field, as illustrated on Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: Illustration of the system communication and control flexibility.
For the integration of the stimulator with a biosignal acquisition software, a novel HCI
framework was developed, enabling the final user to configure and control a variety of
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electrical devices [46][47]. With the data structured by a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
Schema [197], the software becomes robust, error free and human readable. Since the API
is transversal to both devices, the HCI was also integrated in a web based software for
biosignals acquisition and processing from PLUX - Wireless Biosignals, S.A. [145]. In this
way, actuation, acquisition and processing is possible in a closed-loop cycle [32].
The main purpose of this software is to provide the final user the freedom to create and
sequentially compile electrical impulses. This allows the user to create actuation sessions
for electrical devices. Following this idea, the software was divided into configuration,
where clinical professionals can configure an electrical stimulation with modes and ses-
sions, and control, where the user just needs to choose the device and session previously
configured, then start the session (Figure 3.18).
The configuration is divided into device, mode and session. In the software the modes
are designed and sessions created and sent to the electrostimulator. Then, for the control
phase, it is only necessary to choose the device and apply the pre-configured session, or
individual mode.
Figure 3.18: Diagram representing the standard communication flow (from configure to
control). First, the device itself is configured, then the modes for the electric pulse waves
and finally the sessions, using the modes created. Following the configuration it is possible
to control the device and apply stimuli.
An interesting concept was developed for the creation of modes in the software. Since
the hardware allows for the storage of a waveform composed of 100 points, in the interface
there is a possibility for choosing pre-defined waveforms (such as square or triangular) or
draw a custom waveform. Figure 3.19 shows an example of the drawing mode, in which
the user can move specific dots in the interface to create the wave.
In the course of the actuation it is possible to real time monitor multiple biosignals (e.g.
EMG, ECG, EEG, EDA) and synchronize them with the electrical pulse applied by the
device. With this integrated tool, a user-friendly software solution is provided, using a
multi-purpose platform for sports, therapy and research [46][47].
This tool allows flexibility to create electrical stimulation protocols from the fast proto-
typing of a pilot study to the final application on human electrophysiology. It enables the
quick and easy establishment of a protocol, obtaining an overview of the previous results.
However, in the in-depth studies performed, there was a necessity to manually implement
dedicated protocols, using directly the API for signal acquisition and stimulation. The fol-
lowing chapters will present the in-depth studies performed in which the methodologies
developed had a sine qua non role for understanding human electrophysiology.
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Figure 3.19: Examples of waves that can be drawn and stored in the device: a) square;












To ensure that system specifications fulfilled initial requirements, characterization and
production tests were defined and performed. This chapter begins describing the imple-
mentation of those tests and expected results. During the development stage, the device
profited with feedback derived from its application in the scientific context. Later in this
chapter two examples of preliminary scientific validation studies will be also described.
4.1 Device Tests
Conformance testing is usually made after the development stage to determine whether a
product or system complies with the requirements of a specification, contract or regulation.
The tests performed to the device can be divided into characterization tests and production
tests. The characterization tests were performed extensively only once, after each PCB
version release to guarantee the integrity of the device. The production tests are performed
for each unit that is manufactured to ensure the proper device operation.
4.1.1 Characterization Tests
The characterization tests are applied to verify all device features, technically characterize
those features and ensure its integrity. The characterization tests were performed in a
sampling of 5 devices by 3 different test engineers for each PCB release. The characteriza-
tion tests are divided in: communication tests, battery and charge management tests and
current parametrization tests.
4.1.1.1 Communication tests
The communication tests validate the bluetooth connection and the impact of possible
signal failures in the device operation.
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Table 4.1 summarizes the communication tests performed, the initial conditions re-
quired for the device and expected results. The tests evaluate how the system handles
the continuous communication in standard and Central Processing Unit (CPU) overload
scenarios. The system detects loss of connection and the user can predefine, through the
variable Continuous Running if No Network (CRNN), if the system will continue or stop
the stimulation session in eventual connection failures.
Table 4.1: Description, initial condition and expected results of the communication tests.
Description Initial Condition Expected Results
Keep bluetooth commu-
nication for an extended
time period.
Device stimulating in a con-
tinuous start/stop cycle, for a
minimum of 4 hours. The de-
vice should be within the blue-
tooth range limits.
Device remains in com-
munication throughout
the time of stimulation
without unexpected
breaks.
Communication stress. Device stimulating in a con-
tinuous start/stop cycle, for
a minimum of 4 hours. Run
HeavyLoad software to over-
load the CPU performance.
Device remains in com-
munication throughout





Device stimulating in a contin-









Device stimulating in a contin-
uous start/stop cycle. CRNN
false.
The device should stop
the stimulation and
pass to the idle mode.
4.1.1.2 Battery and charge management tests
The battery characterization tests are executed by running a predefined autonomy test
session that stresses at the maximum level the current output stage. The result of this
test is the minimum value of autonomy that the system ensures. The tests to the charge
modules confirm the correct operation of the charge management and also assess the
impact of possible failures.
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Table 4.2 summarizes the battery and charge management tests performed, the initial
conditions required for the device and expected results.
Table 4.2: Description, initial condition and expected results of the battery and charge
management tests.




Device with full battery. Setup
and start the predefined au-
tonomy test session.
Time to discharge: min-
imum of 5 hours.
Power supply. Medical class power supply. The medical grade
charger meets all re-
quired specifications
or safety standards of
medical device (ISO
13485).
Battery charge and time
to charge.
Device with discharged bat-
tery. Medical class power sup-
ply.
The device charges
without any problem or
thermal overload. Time
to charge: maximum of
1.2 hours.




The device enable idle
and standby mode.
Low battery state when
the device is in stimula-
tion mode.
Device with low battery and
in stimulation mode.
LED green off. LED red
blink twice per second.
Low battery state when
the device is in idle
mode.
Device with low battery and
in idle state.
LED green off. LED red
blink once per second.
Discharged battery
state.
Device with completely dis-
charged battery.
The device shuts down
independently of the
state before discharge.




Device in stimulation mode.
Medical class power supply.
The device stops stimu-
lation.
4.1.1.3 Current parametrization tests
The current parametrization tests ascertain and validate the control of electrical current
parametrization. Table 4.3 summarizes the current parametrization tests performed, the
initial conditions required for the device and expected results.
Attached in appendix is the template grid defined to generate a test record, performed
by the test engineers - Appendix D.
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Table 4.3: Description, initial condition and expected results of the current parametrization
tests.
Description Initial Condition Expected Results
Zero wave. Device in idle mode. Set and start
the zero wave on mode 1 with
0Hz.




Device in idle mode. Set and start
the 30mA quadratic (monophasic)
wave on mode 1 with 120Hz and
500 µs of pulse-width.
The device drives the
quadratic wave. With the
oscilloscope in run mode




Device in idle mode.1- Set 3s to
state 0, 5s to state 1, 3s to state
2 and 5s to state 3. 2- Configure
mode 0 with zero wave, config-
ure mode 1 with the quadratic
monophasic wave 30mA, config-
ure mode 2 with square wave
biphasic with 60mA. Set mode 0
to state 0, mode 1 to state 1, mode
0 to state 2 and mode 2 to state 3.
3- set Next State (NS) 1 to state 0,
NS 2 to state 1, NS 3 to state 2 and
NS 0 to state 3. 4- set maximum
state changes equal to 8; 5- start
the session.
With the oscilloscope in run
mode visualize the wave on
a 400 Ohm resistor. Eval-
uate if the session corre-
sponds with the configura-
tion done. When the ses-
sion starts, the device ends
the idle mode and starts the
stimulation mode (green
LED blinking twice per sec-
ond). The stimulation ses-
sion will repeat once and
then will end (maximum
state changes equal to 8).
Unitary stimuli
drive.
Device in idle mode; Drive a unit
pulse of mode 2.
With the oscilloscope in
single mode visualize the
wave on a 400 Ohm resis-
tor.
Stimulation stop. Device stimulating in a contin-
uous start/stop session. A stop
command is sent through the con-
trol application.
The device ends the stim-
ulation mode and starts
the idle mode (LED green
blinks once per second).
Button pressed. Device stimulating in a continu-
ous start/stop cycle and on/off
button is pressed.
The device will pass
from stimulation mode to
standby mode and imme-
diately stops the current
output.
4.1.2 Production Tests
To assure that any device manufactured operate in accordance with the guaranteed spec-
ifications, the last phase of the conception process is the execution of production tests.
The production tests consist in an optimized, less exhaustive version of the characteriza-
tion tests. The production tests are executed to all devices manufactured and therefore
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are included in the production process. To ensure an optimized production, these tests
should be executed as independent and as fast as possible. Production tests are performed
evaluating specific circuit test points, while the device is in different operation modes. To
verify the voltage value in the specified test points, a calibrated multimeter is used. Figure
4.1 presents an example of a circuit test point.
Figure 4.1: Example of a test point in the device’s PCB. The TP circles represent the Test
Points of the circuit.
4.2 Scientific Validation
As previously stated, the development phase of this PhD was done in an business envi-
ronment with close proximity to the research context. During the development, the device
was iteratively recruited as a methodological base for two studies: i) Nerve regeneration
on rats1 and ii) Real-time stimulation impact on the ANS2.
These studies, although performed still during the development phase of this PhD,
were important contributes to assess and validate the device specifications, as well as its
scientific applicability. The following sections briefly present the methodologies’ role in
these studies.
4.2.1 Nerve Regeneration on Rat
The main goal of this study was to evaluate nerve regeneration and psycho-motor strate-
gies recovery on twelve rats after induced injury.
The rats’ peroneal nerve were surgically incised and the rats were subsequently divided
into three different groups regarding the posterior training methodologies: Control Group,
Group 1 and Group 2. Control group was not submitted to any form of training. Group 1
and 2 were submitted to a specific continuous training session during six months after
surgery but with different protocols. After six months the rat were evaluated concerning
1Study performed in partnership with Faculdade de Motricidade Humana and Faculdade de Medicina
Veterinária, Universidade de Lisboa
2Study performed in partnership with Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade de Lisboa
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which training protocol empowered the nerve regeneration and psycho-motor recovery.
For that the study is divided in three analysis groups: i) Analysis of the absolute plantar
flexion force; ii) Histological analysis of muscle and nerve tissue. iii) Motion strategy
assessment through video analysis. The methodologies developed in this PhD were
applied only in the context of force evaluation.
4.2.2 Instrumentation
To guarantee complete control of muscle recruitment, invasive electrical stimulation need
to be applied directly on the rat peroneal nerve. Figure 4.2 illustrates the system used to
induce muscle control and evaluate the force executed by the rat during stimulation.
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the system used to induce muscle contraction and respective
force assessment.
To properly evaluate contraction force, control and synchronization between the fol-
lowing events were required:
1. Invasive nerve stimulation: To induce and control the rat muscle contraction;
2. Control of a servomotor: To control the angular speed and displacement of the rat’s
paw;
3. Force signal acquisition: Through a load cell adapted to the pedal;
4. Angular speed and displacement acquisition: Acquire the signal coming from an
optical encoder attached to the rotation axis.
This study led to the device’s first PCB release (v0.1) [4]. The digital port PWM signal of
the stimulator was used to control the external servomotor. The electrical stimulation and
servo control needed to be automated in a customized script session. In the photography
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of Figure 4.3 the overall apparatus developed to assess the force component of the study
is presented.
Figure 4.3: Apparatus for force assessment: a) servomotor; b) pedal; c) load cell; d) rotation
axis; e) optical encoder; f) rat paw attached to pedal; g) invasive electrical stimulation
electrode; h) thermal pad.
4.2.3 Control Interface
Despite the evaluation protocols are usually automated and implemented in customized
dedicated plugins, in this study, an animal experiment specialist needed to evaluate and
control some initial conditions like the evaluation of the nerve excitability threshold,
electrode positioning accuracy, joint angle, among others. In order to ease that process, a
user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed to enable a faster calibration
of the device. Figure 4.4 shows two illustrations of the developed GUI for a Windows
computer and for an Android device. Both designed interfaces allowed the user to choose
the frequency, duty cycle and stimuli amplitude. This layout interface is used for previous
real-time calibrations and thresholds definition, before the application of the evaluation
protocol. A start and stop command can also be sent through this interface and eventual
communication failures are detected.
4.2.4 Protocol
For this protocol the rats were anesthetized, placed on a thermal pad and their paw firmly
fixated to the platform pedal. The pedal was rotated to 90◦ and the rotation axis was in
isometric mode to immobilize the pedal. The isometric mode forces a type of contraction
in which the muscle length does not change, since the force generated is not sufficient to
move the load holding the limb. Electrical pulses with increasing amplitudes were applied
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Figure 4.4: First layout interface used for real time calibrations and thresholds definition,
before application of protocol: a) Computer based layout; b) Android based layout.
to the peroneal nerve until the current intensity necessary to perform supra-maximum
contraction was selected.
The force analysis was divided into two components: one that evaluates the relation of
stimulation frequency with generated torque/force and another in which the relation is
between torque and the angle of the rat paw.
1. Torque - Stimulation frequency:
• Place the pedal at 90◦ in isometric mode;
• Apply pulse trains with the supra-maximum current intensity reached, 400 ms
of duration, varying the stimulation frequency (1 - 200 Hz, 10 Hz step) with
rest intervals of 45s;
• Record torque;
2. Torque - Paw Angle:
• Place the pedal at 120◦ in isometric mode;
• Apply pulse trains with supra-maximum current intensity, frequency of 150
Hz, 400 ms of duration;
• Rotate the pedal to -10◦ relative to the previous position;
• Repeat the second and third points until the pedal is rotated in 20◦, with 45s
rest intervals;




Variation of torque with stimulation frequency:
The signals collected were individually computed for each animal and the outcomes
are presented as the example of Figure 4.5. The variation of torque with the stimulation
frequency was analyzed in order to find specific patterns for each Group, regarding
different outcomes from different training strategies. In this specific case, as example, it
is possible to note high frequency muscle fatigue on the final contractions, belonging to
higher stimulation frequencies.
Figure 4.5: Variation of force with stimulation frequency. a) Force curves for different
frequencies overlapped; b) Sequence of force curves for 10-200Hz frequencies; c) raw
signal.
Variation of torque with pedal angle:
The same approach of results exposition was applied in the data concerning the
variation of torque with the angle of the rat paw. One example of the analysed data is
presented in Figure 4.6. As it would be expected due to the binary-joint relation, the
generated force decreases with the decrease of the pedal angle.
This study contributed with several inputs to the methodologies developed in this
PhD. The main contribution concerns the implementation of firmware that enables si-
multaneously control of several variables: i) invasive electrical stimulation: frequency,
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Figure 4.6: Variation of force with ankle angle: a) Force curves acquired for different angle
positions overlapped; b) Sequence of force curves from 120-20◦; c) raw signal.
amplitude, time on, burst duration, amongst others; ii) The servomotor control: speed,
angle, force sustained; iii) The acquisition of the force signal applied by the rat’s paw; and
finally iv) Access the information of the optical encoder to acquire rotational information.
These technological challenges strengthened the necessity of a session architecture and
other features like the possibility to include on the device drivers to control an external
system.
4.2.6 Real-time stimulation impact on the ANS
In the second scientific study the methodologies were validated through the evaluation
of electrical stimulation influence on the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) of human
subjects. Despite all the studies, there has always been a gap in understanding both the
immediate collateral effects of electrical stimulation on human physiology and there are
very few studies on its impact on the ANS [164][53]. One way to have a direct pointer of
ANS management is through the analysis of EDA [188]. EDA or galvanic skin response
acquisition involves measuring the conductance of the skin which depends on the amount
of sweat produced by eccrine glands, regulated by the sympathetic nervous system. This
signal has been reported as a potential non-invasive marker for sympathetic activity,
and has been used recently in psycho-physiological research. Another way to evaluate
compensations of ANS is through Heart Rate (HR) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
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analysis [188]. The sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons, which are linked to the
sinoatrial node in the heart, have a major contribution to changes in its beating rate.
Through the analysis of the latency associated to successive heart beat intervals it is
possible to obtain a measure of the sympathetic and parasympathetic vagal activity [45].
From the Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) acquisition signal it is possible to extract HR and
HRV. With the cardiac pulse, erythrocytes will change the spatial alignment and this will
affect the blood’s opacity. The BVP sensor makes use of opacity variations from the tip of
the finger to gather the cardiac pulse on a certain instant.
4.2.6.1 Instrumentation
This study was held during the development of the final PCB release (v1.1). A biosignal-
splux unit was used to acquire EDA and BVP. The synchronization with the biosignal
acquisition system was done connecting the optical decoupling system developed to the
stimulator device. The biosignals were acquired at a 2000Hz sampling rate and 12 bits of
resolution. Stimuli were applied through two pre-gelled disposable 30x24mm electrodes
on the median nerve of the left wrist. EDA self-adhesive pre-gelled Ag/AgCl, 24x24mm
round reusable electrodes were placed on the abductor pollicis muscle and on the 3rd
palmar interosseous muscle of the right hand. An oximeter was also placed on the index
finger of the right hand to measure the BVP of the subjects.
A total of 10 healthy subjects, composed of 5 males and 5 females, mean (SD) age of
24.10 (2.38) years volunteered to participate in the acquisition protocol. All of the subjects
were healthy, with no known physical or neurophysiological disorders. The subjects
were seated on a comfortable chair with both arms relaxed. Earmuffs were placed on
the subjects’ ears to prevent any noise distraction. The room was kept silent during the
acquisition and the subjects were asked to remain relaxed until the end of the protocol.
4.2.6.2 Protocol
The first stage of the acquisition protocol consisted in the acquisition of four minutes
of basal BVP and EDA, without any external stimuli to posterior comparison with the
responses during stimulation.
The second segment featured the application of the electrical stimulation. A standard
square wave was used for the electrical current pulse. This segment consisted in applying
6 bursts of increasing intensities with 20 repetitive stimuli each. The bursts intensities
ranged from 5 to 30 mA with a 5 mA step. In each burst, the interval between stimuli was
0.9 seconds and the time interval between bursts was 10 seconds.
The final segment of the acquisition was similar to the first one: a four minute acquisi-
tion without external stimulation, to record the subjects’ recovery after the application of
stimuli.
Figure 4.7 exemplifies the steps and segments for the acquisition protocol.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the steps followed in the acquisition protocol.
4.2.6.3 Data Processing
To study the effect of electrical stimulation filtered from external environmental stimulus
and normal basal activity, it was necessary to choose objective parameters from the biosig-
nals acquired. For the BVP signal, absolute amplitude was analyzed in each segment. After
a qualitative and subjective analysis, the HR and HRV of each segment was quantified
(before, during and after stimulus). The following steps were considered:
1. Detection of maximum peaks in the BVP signal, for all segments;
2. Computation of maximum peak values for each segment;
3. Computation of HR and HRV for each segment, through the difference of peak
instants.
For the EDA signal, a qualitative analysis was also made previously, to understand
which parameters were influenced by the stimulation. The first stage of parametrization
is the extraction of phasic and tonic values from the recorded signal [121][28]. EDA is
decomposed into two components: i) the baseline, present in the basal state and ii) a
phase level, which emerges as a response to external stimuli. Although, in some cases, it
is considered to be constant, EDA baseline reveals a slight rise tendency and the phase
level reflects the arousal of the sympathetic nervous system [54]. Figure 4.8 represents a
generic EDA signal with events. The parameters analyzed are comprised in this figure:
time latency, response rise time and re-adaptation slope.
Figure 4.8: Example of an EDA event and possible extracted parameters.
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Considering the EDA parameters, the procedure was the following:
1. Event onset detection by calculation of baseline variation;
2. Detection of the plateau phase after the event triggers;
3. Computation of latency and rise time by measuring the timing from the stimulus to
the onset (1.) and from the onset to the beginning of the plateau (2.), respectively;
4. Computation of re-adaptation slope, by computing the slope originated from the
stabilization of the event until it reaches its baseline value.
4.2.6.4 Outcomes
The EDA signal in its absolute value has high inter-subject variability, which makes it
difficult to establish a measurement range capable of comprising significant population
[102]. To overcome this effect, it is mandatory to establish amplitude / gain independent
objective parameters. In this study, only 7/10 subjects revealed significant responses of
sympathetic nervous system to the electrical stimulation.
Figure 4.9 shows the EDA signal during segment 1 and segment 2 for all subjects.
Figure 4.9: EDA signals obtained for all subjects: a) Example window obtained from
segment 1 of the acquisition protocol (basal activity); b) Signal obtained from segment 2 of
the acquisition protocol (six bursts of electrical stimulation).
Regarding the subject’s EDA from segment 1, analysis of the results showed that
prior to the application of the stimuli small oscillations were detected but deemed of
low importance. In general, for this segment, a continuous smooth descent tendency was
noticed for all subjects. For segment 3, the behavior was the same as presented in Figure
4.9 a). The EDA signals from all subjects during segment 2 of the acquisition protocol are
presented in Figure 4.9 a). For segment 2, EDA results presented, for most of the subjects,
some events in response to the electric stimulus (Figure 4.9 b). This allows the analysis




Another pointer for the ANS management used in this work was the analysis of BVP
signal. Figure 4.10 shows an example of the BVP reaction to stimulation for one subject.
Figure 4.10: Example of the BVP signal from one subject during the segment 2 of the
acquisition protocol: a) Example window showing 4 of the 6 bursts of acquisition with
electrical stimulation; b) Zoomed window of one burst, enhancing the stimulus instant
and signal amplitude decrease afterwords.
The BVP signal of 5/10 subjects showed an amplitude decreasing with the begin-
ning of the electrical stimulation. This is justified by a vasoconstriction effect caused by
adaptations of the ANS to the electrical stimulation. Vasoconstriction of the blood vessels
increases the spatial density and consequent alignment of erythrocytes. This fact will
increase the opacity of the finger, leading to lower signal detection by the sensor used for
the detection of the BVP signal.
Concerning the HR and HRV analysis, contrary from what would be expected, half of the
subjects (5/10) showed a decrease of these parameters during segment 2. The other half
did not show significant changes. In segment 3, HR and HRV returned to the same basal
values presented on stage 1, as it can be seen on Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Mean values and respective standard deviation error for the heart rate (in beats
per minute) obtained during segments 1, 2 and 3.
Heart Rate (bpm)
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Subject 1 80.3 (8.79) 81.6 (8.24) 79.0 (8.26)
Subject 2 66.6 (7.99) 64.9 (5.91) 67.0 (8.24)
Subject 3 69.5 (2.89) 71.9 (3.81) 69.3 (3.25)
Subject 4 64.3 (5.57) 61.1 (4.15) 64.5 (5.44)
Subject 5 70.1 (5.62) 64.4 (4.88) 69.8 (5.38)
Subject 6 72.4 (5.68) 69.8 (3.72) 72.1 (4.66)
Subject 7 67.1 (4.40) 71.0 (6.43) 65.5 (4.85)
Subject 8 83.2 (5.53) 83.9 (5.86) 83.2 (5.97)
Subject 9 61.9 (6.32) 61.7 (5.01) 60.6 (6.36)
Subject 10 63.2 (4.22) 62.4 (3.22) 63.2 (3.68)
This study’s main goal was to evaluate if electrical stimulation has a direct influence
into several parameters of the ANS, which were obtained from EDA and BVP signals.
Electrical stimulation revealed to clearly influence several parameters of ANS as the EDA
arousals, the BVP amplitude and HRV changes.
Besides the scientific results reached, the importance of this study is primarily related
with its application in a real case scenario and the feedback retrieved from the usage of
the implemented methodologies. The precision of synchronization between stimuli and
reflex events was a parameter optimized after the feedback of this second validation study.
This study also allowed to evaluate the device usability and intrusiveness in a real context
with human test subjects.
The validation studies presented in the previous pages were relevant contributes












APPLICATION TO NEUROPLASTICITY OF
TETRAPLEGIC SUBJECTS
The motivation for the development of the electrical stimulator device consisted in the
belief of its added value in varied research contexts. In this chapter, an application of the
developed technology is presented, in the context of rehabilitation of severe Spinal Cord
Injury (SCI) patients. An analysis and correlation of the Interlimb Reflexes (ILR) process
was performed, using a standard methodology for both healthy and tetraplegic patients.
This chapter provides an insight on SCI neuroplasticity, as an introduction to this specific
study. After this introduction, the parametrization methods for the stimulation procedure
and EMG acquisition are described. The results and comparison between healthy subjects
and SCI patients are discussed by the end of the chapter.
5.1 Introduction
Neuroplasticity is the central nervous system ability to adapt when exposed to changes.
It presents itself in varied situations, from memory processes to recovery from injuries
[35][36]. Dynamic changes associated with recovery may be observed in a diversity of
complementary diagnostic tests. Imaging studies, such as computerized tomography and
nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, do not correlate directly to the clinical status of
subjects and provide less functional information regarding the sometimes subtle recovery
of the patients. On the other hand, studies with EMG, evoked potentials and ILR are better
suited to assess the physiology of specific neural pathway [2]. Studies on ILR have gained
importance over the past years. ILR pathway represents an interconnection between upper
and lower limbs. Thus, stimuli applied on cutaneous nerves of the upper limb can evoke
motor response on contralateral lower limb, and vice-versa. Although there are still few
studies on the matter, some authors have found ILR in healthy subjects and correlated it
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with bipedal gait and spatial orientation [73][159][72][105]. Other studies claim that the ILR
found in SCI patients are due exclusively to cellular modifications on the injury level and
a new propriospinal pathway [34][37], which may suggest a regeneration process. Recent
studies have identified its existence, but have not yet established objective measures
of the ILR. In the present study, two groups of SCI patients and one healthy control
group are analyzed for a better understanding of ILR, in an attempt to establish objective
parameters for future use in the evaluation of inter and intra subject clinical evolution.
Objective analysis of the propriospinal pathway responsible for the ILR may present the
possibility of interlimb recovery therapy, in which stimulation of lower limbs could help
improve upper limbs functionality and vice-versa, leading to new therapeutic options
for SCI patients. In tetraplegic patients, increased functionality of upper limbs plays a
fundamental role on a better quality of life, increasing also the subject’s independence
regarding routine activities and self-esteem.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Subjects
In this study a total of twenty five subjects were analyzed and divided in three groups.
Group 1 was composed of 6 male tetraplegic patients with sensory level 10 between C1
and C4 (Asia Impairment Scale AIS [97] - Appendix E - A n=5, AIS - B n=1) with mean
(SD) age at lesion of 25.2 (4.16) years, range from 20-31 years and chronic traumatic lesion
for mean 12.0 (4.29) years, range from 7 to 17 years. Group 2 was composed of 9 male
tetraplegic patients with sensory level between C5 and C8 (AIS - A n=7, AIS - B n=1
and AIS - C n=1), with mean age at lesion of 26.4 (6.07) years, range from 19-34 years
and chronic traumatic lesion for mean 10.6 (2.92) years, range from 6 to 14 years. Finally,
the control group was composed of 10 healthy subjects (8 males and 2 females), mean
age of 22.0 (1.58) years, range from 22-26 years, without clinical history on neurologic
disorders. Exclusion criteria for Group 1 and 2 was a time since traumatic injury less than
1.50 years, for properly Central Nervous System (CNS) adaptation [36]. For the control
group, the exclusion criterion was the existence of a previous diagnostic of neurological or
degenerative disease1.
1All experiments were approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Hospital de Clínicas da Universi-
dade Estadual de Campinas. The study here described was first published concerning the analysis of healthy
subjects, and after extending also to SCI patients:
[7]: Araújo, T., Brandão, A., Didier, T., Bracco, B., Gamboa, H. and Cliquet, A. Analysis of Inter-Subjects Variabil-
ity of Contralateral Interlimb Electrophysiological Reflexes. In Proceedings of American Spinal Injury Association
Annual Meeting (ASIA 2014). San Antonio - Texas, USA.
[6]: Araújo, T., Brandão, A., Didier, T., Bracco, B., Gamboa, H. and Cliquet, A. Analysis of descriptive electrophys-
iological parameters in contralateral interlimb reflexes on tetraplegic patients. Spinal Cord, Nature, advanced online




To explore both directions of the interlimb contralateral pathway, two tests were per-
formed:
• In Test 1, the stimulus was applied at the radial nerve on the right arm surface and
the EMG signal collected in contralateral left leg anterior tibial muscle surface.
• In Test 2, the stimulus was applied at the fibular nerve surface on the left leg fibula
head and EMG signal was collected in surface of contralateral limb biceps brachii,
exploring the opposite direction of the pathway.
Figure 5.1: Illustration of Test 1 and Test 2 stimulation electrodes positioning and respective
evaluated muscles through EMG acquisition. In the graphics, the black line represents the
averaging wave of reflexes from 40 sweeps on biceps brachii for Test 2 and tibialis anterior
for Test 1.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the procedure for EMG acquisition and electrical stimulation.
In both tests, the subjects were relaxed and seated while stimulated with intensities
from 5-30 mA (5 mA step), with 40 sweeps of 500 µs current modulated single pulses, for
each current increment. To properly cancel noise and mechanical artifacts, the pulses were
randomly distributed in frequencies from 1.8 - 2.2Hz. The entire procedure was repeated
3 times per patient, each repetition using a different single pulse stimulation waveform
[155], called mode. A standard square wave was applied in mode 1, a triangular wave in
mode 2 and a quadratic wave in mode 3. In all 3 modes, monophasic single pulses with
the same intensity steps and the same duration (500µs) were used. Figure 5.2 provides an
illustrative schematics of the stimulation and acquisition procedure.
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Figure 5.2: Illustrative schematics for the stimulation and acquisition protocol.
EMG signal was acquired at a 2000Hz sampling frequency, amplified with a gain of
1000, 12 bits of resolution and bandpass filtered from 25 to 550Hz. Self-adhesive pre-gelled
Ag/AgCl electrodes were used for EMG acquisition and peripheral nerve stimulation. The
acquisition electrodes were placed according to SENIAM standards [77] and the ground
electrode was placed at the radius styloid apophysis.
The application of the developed methodology enables the exploration of new descrip-
tive parameters for the evaluation of the interlimb propriospinal pathway.
5.2.3 Data analysis
The first step of data analysis was to automatically detect the incidence of ILR in all
subjects. After automatic detection, all the ILR sweeps were still visually validated indi-
vidually by 4 M.D. specialists. For the subjects with ILR incidence, in the EMG signal, the
peak reflex amplitude values were automatically withdrawn. Only the first reflex after
stimulus was considered to explore the shortest possible pathway for interlimb reflexes.
The electromyographic signal was acquired and stored continuously. Each EMG sweep
was then stored in an individual vector for posterior averaging with a time window from
-50ms to 250ms (considering 0ms as the stimulus instant).
Reflexes were extracted from the averaging of the 40 EMG sweeps, acquired in each
stimulation intensity (5-30mA pulses with 5mA step). Peak-to-peak amplitudes and
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latencies were computed from the resulting mean wave. For amplitude, the absolute
difference between maximum and minimum values of the first reflex was considered.
For latency, the time distance between stimuli and reflex first peak point (maximum or
minimum) was considered. The mean and standard deviation value for amplitudes and
latencies, in each intensity step, was computed for Group 1, 2 and Control.
Since all pulse waveforms were applied in each step with the same amplitude and
duration, the current charge between the three pulses differed. The current charge differ-
ence was taken into account in the data analysis. The stimulation charge was computed





Where I represents the current intensity, and t1 to t2 is the stimulus time, which in this
case is a constant (500µs).
5.3 Results
Each Group was analyzed concerning the reflexes incidence, amplitude and latency. The
inter-subject incidence of ILR enables the analysis of the number of subjects that elicited
significant reflexes in comparison with the total number, n, of the analyzed population.
Table 5.1 provides the results for the inter-subject incidence of reflexes for the three groups,
different stimulation modes and tests. The incidence was approximately 50% for both tests
and groups. Test 2 generally elicited more reflex occurrences.
Table 5.1: Number of subjects per group that elicited significant reflexes in the three
stimulation modes versus the total number of subjects analyzed.
Group Test 1 Test 2
G1 (C1-C4) n=6 3 4
G2 (C5-C8) n=9 4 6
Control n=10 5 5
Figure 5.3 presents the mean values of the reflexes peak-to-peak amplitudes from each
group related to the stimulation intensities applied in all participants. This Figure was
compiled with results from Test 1 and mode 1, but this effect was found to be consistent
with both tests and stimulation modes. The reflexes peak-to-peak amplitude remains
almost constant with the different stimulation intensities for all three groups. However,
there is a distinct difference among each group regarding its base amplitude value.
Figure 5.4 present an EMG signal, acquired in each intensity step (from 5mA to 30mA),
from one healthy and one SCI subject. Figure 5.4 a) concerns an example subject from Con-
trol group, and Figure 5.4 b) is representative of the findings in both SCI groups (G1/G2)
and tests, meaning that the behavior found was equal for both groups. Comparing the
results of both figures, a different behavior in the Control group versus the SCI groups
was found: while the reflex latency, for the healthy subjects, remains almost unaltered
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Figure 5.3: Reflexes mean peak-to-peak amplitude in µV (with SD error bars) related to
the stimulation intensity for Test 1 and three groups.
with the increase of stimulation intensity, in the SCI groups the latency shows a notorious
rise tendency pattern.
As differences were found between groups regarding the reflex latency, a deeper
analysis on this parameter was compiled in Figure 5.5. This Figure presents the results
of the mean reflexes latency from each group related to the stimulation charge for Test
1 and 2. The reflex latency shows different behaviors regarding each group and, unlike
the reflex amplitude, is correlated with the stimulation charge, showing different increase
tendencies for each group. Table 5.2 compiles the linear tendency equations and R2 for
each group between stimulation charge and latency response.
Table 5.2: Linear tendency equations and correspondent R2 of latency vs charge for all
groups and tests.
Group Test 1 Test 2
G1 (C1-C4) y = 3.64x + 42.4 y = 6.10x + 82.8
R2 = 0, 961 R2 = 0, 982
G2 (C5-C8) y = 8.19x + 23.1 y = 7.49x + 76.9
R2 = 0.998 R2 = 0.997
Control y = 1.04x + 39.3 y = 0.356x + 41.0
R2 = 0.751 R2 = 0.345
In some patients (n=2 from Group 1), during the acquisition procedure, it was also




Figure 5.4: Results of ILR elicited with different stimulation intensities for Test 1 in: a)
healthy subjects (example from one subject of Control Group); b) SCI subjects (representa-
tive example from one subject of Group 1). The black line represents the averaging of the
40 EMG responses to the stimulation. Background lines are the 40 responses overlapped
and black dot notes the automatic peak and latency detection. The thick vertical black line
marks the stimulation instant, covering the stimulation artifact.
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Figure 5.5: Mean values (and SD error bars) for the reflexes latency related to the stimu-
lation charge for: a) Test 1 and b) Test 2. The stimulation charge is complemented by the




With the results obtained, it is possible to derive conclusions regarding the incidence,
amplitude and latency of the ILR when comparing the three different groups analyzed.
Incidence
The inter-subject incidence of ILR, either in healthy subjects and in patients with SCI, is
involved in scientific controversy [73][159][72][105]. This study evaluates the ILR inci-
dence in healthy subjects and SCI subjects through the same methodology, for a proper
discussion. Although, for this analysis, the sample is not sufficiently significant, since
in this study the inter-subject incidence was revealed to be uncorrelated to the clinical
condition of the patient or stimulation charge. These results support the latest works
exploring interlimb reflexes on healthy subjects [73][159][72][105] and SCI patients [36].
It was verified that the inter-subject incidence is always higher for Test 2, with the stim-
ulation on fibular nerve and acquisition at biceps brachii, than for Test 1. These results
suggest a higher excitability of this pathway than in the opposite direction.
Amplitude
Previous works with healthy subjects analyzed the ILR amplitude of each subject, normal-
izing the amplitude with their maximum voluntary contraction [73][159][72][105]. Due
to the clinical condition of the SCI patients, a different normalization process needs to
be implemented. For reliable comparison between different groups, the ILR amplitude
was analyzed referring to the absolute value in micro Volt (µV) measured. Although the
amplitude of the ILR measured from the EMG signal can be highly correlated with external
factors, some conclusions are prominent. A correlation between the ILR amplitude and the
clinical condition of the patient is verified. In this case, healthy subjects generally produce
ILR with higher amplitudes than the SCI subjects. This fact was expected since the SCI
patients can have compromised nerve conductivity. With the ILR subjects, the highest
injury group, Group 1, shows amplitudes above the lowest injury level group, Group 2.
This is possibly explained by the higher proximity between the interlimb connection level
and the lesion level for the lowest injury group (Group 2 C5-C8). It was also found that
the amplitude of the responses analyzed does not expose an obvious correlation with the
amplitude/charge of stimulation.
Latency
Concerning the ILR latency on healthy subjects it is verified that there is a small correlation
between stimulation intensity or charge with the reflex latency. In Test 1 the latency was
stable, with a very low linear uprising tendency between [40:60] ms. In Test 2, for the same
group, the latency was approximately 40 ms independently of the stimulation intensity or
charge. These results are in accordance with the standards for the healthy nerve conduc-
tion speed [139]. A strong correlation of the ILR latency with the electrical pulse charge is
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verified in SCI patients. As it can be seen in a more prominent way in the Test 2 (Figure
5.5 b)), the latency evolves with stimulation charge, independently of the injury level. The
linear equations and R2 present in Table 2 show a stronger correlation for Group 2 and
1 than for the Control Group. In Test 1, Group 1, the rise tendency is influenced by one
SCI subject outlier (AIS = A) that revealed a different behavior with no latency response
increase (Figure 5.6). This pattern was previously reported by McNulty [124], where the
only patient analyzed showed a similar response. However, even with this outlier subject,
the rising pattern is still linear and with a R2 value of 0.96. Analyzing ILR latency referent
to the first stimulation charge (base latency) in Test 1 and Test 2, some differences emerge.
Whereas in Test 1 the base latency is identical in both SCI (G1/G2) and Control groups
(Mean (SD) = 44.318 (3.466) ms; n = 10), in Test 2 the SCI subject’s latency start with an
offset. The lowest latency for SCI subjects in Test 2 is around 90ms (Mean (SD) = 96.389
(2.132) ms; n = 9) while for the control group is in 40ms (Mean (SD) = 43.000 (1.414) ms; n
= 3). All these facts strongly suggest different pathways between SCI and healthy subjects.
Supporting theories
ILR have been previously explored in healthy subjects and are hypothesized to facilitate
a reciprocal gait coordination mechanism for bipedal locomotion that is mediated by
long propriospinal fibers [73][159][72][105]. However, Calancie [36] states that the ILR
arise through an exclusive SCI patients’ pathway, emerging from a regenerative sprouting
process of ascending afferent fibers, which do not reconnect again into the original target
populations. It is assumed that this process is triggered after denervation of the spinal
tract caused by the injury and that this new pathway, generated only 6 months after
injury, is strengthened over time. Calancie has not verified the existence of ILR in healthy
subjects and states some inconsistency of the ILR mechanism studied in healthy subjects
by Zehr [195] in comparison to the reported mechanism in SCI patients. In this study, the
same methodology was applied for the first time to both healthy and SCI subjects. The
results are consistent with the previous studies that reported the presence of ILR in healthy
subjects. The comparison conducted in this study also supports the idea of a different
ILR transmission mechanism between healthy and SCI subjects, strongly reinforcing the
hypothesis of nerve regeneration after acute spinal cord injury. This is concluded mainly
due to the differences in latency response to stimulation charge (Figure 5.4, and Figure 5.5).
This study evaluated the ILR transmission mechanism in SCI and compared them
with a healthy control group. It was possible to establish descriptive parameters for the
ILR cortico-spinal pathway characterization. With these results the ILR pathway can




Figure 5.6: Results of EMG response with different stimulation intensities of the Test 2
from the unique patient that exposed a different rise pattern of ILR latency related to the
stimulation charge. The black line represents the averaging of the 40 EMG responses to
the stimulation. Background lines are the 40 responses overlapped and black dot notes the
automatic peak and latency detection. The thick vertical black line marks the stimulation











APPLICATION TO THE WAVEFORM CONTROL ON
CMAP SCAN
One of the first challenges, with the end of the development stage, was to evaluate what
could be revealed by the application of this new parametrization freedom in current
electrical stimulation methodologies. Compound Muscle Action Potential (CMAP) scan is
a non-invasive promissory technique recently applied on neurodegenerative pathologies
diagnosis. In this chapter new CMAP scan protocols were implemented using different
single pulses waveforms, understanding the influence of electrical pulse waveform on
transcutaneous peripheral nerve excitability.
6.1 Introduction
Nowadays, CMAP scan is applied as diagnosis technique for neurodegenerative patholo-
gies, such as ALS. It allows a quick analysis of the muscle action potentials in response
to motor nerve stimulation, by electrical stimulation applied on the surface of the mo-
tor nerve and response evaluation by surface EMG at muscle level. Because they are at
different distances and depths, each Motor Unit (MU) will be activated with different
Stimulus Intensity (SI). Varying the intensity of the stimuli applied, gradually increas-
ing from subthreshold to supramaximal values, will sequentially activate all MUs in
the muscle. This way, it is possible to obtain a graphical representation of the evoked
action potentials amplitude in the muscle versus the stimulation intensity. This record
will show a sigmoid tendency which is called the CMAP scan [112][113][114]. Henderson
[76] examined the variability of the CMAP scan between healthy and ALS subjects. It was
showed that there is a significant difference in relation to CMAP scan evolution, number
of steps (visible jumps in CMAP amplitude within consecutive stimuli) and size, since
ALS patients present more and larger steps on the stimulus-response curve than healthy
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subjects. Figure 6.1 presents a CMAP scan of an healthy individual opposed to one of a
ALS patient. A healthy CMAP scan has traditionally a sigmoid tendency curve for the
Motor Unit Action Potential (MUAP) amplitude in response to a linear increase of current
intensity.
Figure 6.1: Representations of CMAP scans. A) From an healthy individual. The horizontal
line indicates the CMAP maximum amplitude while the vertical lines refer to S5, S50 and
S95 (stimulus intensity that elicited 5%, 50% and 95% of the maximum CMAP, respectively).
B) From an ALS patient. Differences in the CMAP scan between the healthy and the ALS
patient are visible because of several steps observed in the ALS CMAP scan and also the
decrement in maximum amplitude. Adapted from Henderson et al. [76].
This technique provides clinically relevant information about re-innervation pro-
cesses, number and size of functional motor units and neuromuscular activity/excitability.
Moreover, CMAP amplitude has significant correlation with muscle strength, motor unit
number estimation and functional disability in ALS [42]. To be used as a clinical tool,
stimulation parameters must be standardized and quantified in order to enable uniform
data collection and comparison. Several studies have been developed recently to verify
the potentiality of this technique, investigating the influence of different parameters in
the quality of the CMAP scan [112]. A consensual method is based on the analysis of
key points like the maximum CMAP, S5, S50, S95 (the stimulus intensity that elicited 5%,
50% and 95% of the maximum CMAP, respectively), SI range (the difference between S95
and S5) and step percentage [112]. Despite that, the physiological influence of different
order stimulation parameters like waveform and polarity on the CMAP scan remains
unknown. This chapter’s study aims to evaluate the influence of different pulse modulated
waveforms in peripheral nerve excitability, by CMAP scan technique, on healthy subjects
for future comparison with ALS patients. To accomplish that, an electrical stimulation
protocol was developed, and biosignals from healthy subjects were acquired, analyzed
and processed, in order to extract features for the analysis of the different waveforms’ in-
fluence in the stimulation of the peripheral nerve. The waveforms tested in the stimulation






In this study a total of 13 healthy subjects were submitted to the same test. This group was
composed of 7 males and 6 females, mean (SD) age of 26.00 (3.63) years, range from 20-36
years, without clinical history on neurologic disorders. All subjects with predisposition to
peripheral nerve problems were excluded from the study.
6.2.2 Instrumentation
The stimuli were applied in the median nerve on the right wrist and EMG signal collected
on the Abductor Pollicis Brevis muscle surface on the right thumb. Self-adhesive pre-
gelled Ag/AgCl, 30x24mm disposable electrodes were attached to the skin for acquisition
and stimulation, placed according to SENIAM [77] standards. The ground electrode was
placed on the left wrist ulnar styloid process. During the test, the subjects were seated,
motionless and relaxed, with thumb fixation to minimize movement artifacts. Figure 6.2
illustrates the equipment and electrodes placement for the protocol applied.
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the equipment used and electrodes placement. A) The electrical
stimulator and biosignal acquisition unit. B) Electrodes placement: stimulation electrodes
on the median nerve, surface EMG electrodes on the thumb and ground electrode on the
wrist. C) Hand fixation for the test.
6.2.3 Stimulation and acquisition
Stimulation was performed with increasing intensities range from 4 to 30 mA. Different
number of stimuli and current increment steps were tested in order to have a stimulation
protocol that would allow obtaining a curve with enough resolution and not excessive
test duration. After extensive testing, it was perceived that only 3 stimuli per step were
sufficient to have high resolution in the CMAP. Regarding the steps, it was decided that in
the beginning (4 to 6mA) and end (25 to 30mA) the current increment would be of 1mA
for each step. From 6 to 25mA the increment was 0.5mA, to have a higher definition in
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that zone that usually contains the slope of the sigmoid. To properly cancel noise and
mechanical artifacts, the pulses were randomly distributed in frequencies from 1.8-2.2 Hz.
The EMG signal was acquired with a 3000Hz sampling frequency, amplified with a gain
of 201 and 12bits of resolution. The stimulation and acquisition protocol is illustrated in
Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Illustrative schematics for the stimulation and acquisition protocol.
The procedure was repeated 4 times per subject, each repetition using a different single
pulse stimulation waveform. A standard square wave was applied in mode 1, a triangular
wave in mode 2 and a quadratic wave in mode 3. In all these 3 protocols, monophasic
single pulses were used with the same intensities. A fourth mode was tested with a
biphasic single pulse square wave, with the same intensities of the other tests.
The current charge difference from each waveform was taken into account in the data
analysis. The stimulation charge was computed using the equation 5.1 already presented
in Chapter 5.
The different single pulses total charge have been equalized for each current intensity,
maintaining the amplitude and varying the pulse-width time. From the theory, the total
charge of the electrical impulse is the most reliable measurement of the biological reaction
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to the electrical stimulation [154]. Figure 6.4 presents an illustration of the pulses tested.
The four different waveform single pulses present the charge equalization using a fixed
amplitude and a varying pulse-width. To note that the biphasic pulse is equalized, but
considering the absolute value of the negative phase.
Figure 6.4: Example of the charge equalization of the four different pulse waveforms.
Maintaining the amplitude and the area of the pulse, the only variable parameter is the
pulse-width, to equalize the charge.
6.2.4 Processing
After acquisition, the collected biosignals were processed and features were extracted,
according to the following steps:
1. Detection of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the stimulus response M-wave;
2. CMAP scan composition via interpolation;
3. Extraction of S5, S50, S95, SI range and stimulus-response amplitude elicited by
these parameters;
4. Detection of the beginning, final and slope of the resulting sigmoid;
5. Calculus of the mean and standard deviation of the computed parameters;
6. Analysis of the differences in the computed parameters regarding each waveform.
These steps were repeated for each waveform type and all subjects. All results had
posterior visual validation by two specialists.
6.3 Results and Discussion
There are several theoretical models to describe the electrical properties of the biological
tissue. However, there are also several constraints which cannot be simulated, like the
patient comfort to some type of stimulation, the nervous fiber fatigue associated with
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Table 6.1: S95 response amplitudes. SQ corresponds to the monophasic square pulse,
TR to monophasic triangular pulse, QU to monophasic quadratic pulse and BSQ to the
biphasic square pulse.
Amplitude (mV) S95 SQ S95 TR S95 QU S95 BSQ
Subject 1 4.59 4.46 4.43 5.39
Subject 2 10.0 9.99 9.95 9.82
Subject 3 6.25 6.20 6.63 6.37
Subject 4 5.11 4.97 4.91 5.22
Subject 5 9.91 9.88 9.94 9.93
Subject 6 5.91 5.90 6.05 6.06
Subject 7 6.03 6.05 5.97 5.99
Subject 8 7.35 7.36 7.27 6.31
Subject 9 9.67 9.45 9.41 9.17
Subject 10 7.01 7.02 7.03 6.73
Subject 11 7.86 8.07 8.06 8.06
Subject 12 4.65 4.63 4.71 4.58
Subject 13 5.75 5.78 5.72 5.95
the habituation to the electrical pulse or the possible changes of tissue impedance during
stimulation (increase of temperature, increase of skin sudation, micro-irritations to the
tissue after consecutive stimulus application, etc). There are also effects impossible to
contemplate in a theoretical model, such as the study in injured patients or early prospect-
ing/diagnosed for that. Peripheral nerve stimulation is influenced by external variables
that are hard to control, like the adipose tissue layer that the electrical current has to pass,
the distance between the stimulation electrodes and the nerve to be stimulated, among
other body inhomogeneities. Taking this into consideration, the analyzed parameters were
chosen to allow a more objective assessment of the considered effects among different
subjects.
Each subject was analyzed regarding the maximum CMAP amplitudes, the excitability
parameters (S5, S50, S95 - stimulus current intensity in mA that elicited a correspondent
response amplitude in mV), the sigmoid slope and current intensity differences of the
CMAP scan, between each different waveform.
Table 6.1 presents S95’s stimulus-response amplitude (the amplitude of the pulse
stimulus that elicited a response of 95% of the maximum CMAP amplitude) taken from
the CMAP scan of all subjects. For each subject, as expected, the variability for each
waveform is very low - with all the waveforms it was reached the maximum response
amplitude. Although, it is possible to observe that the variability inter-subject is high, and
therefore the analysis regarding response amplitudes should be normalized in some way.
Figure 6.5 presents a CMAP wave elicited by the four different waveforms with the
same pulse amplitude (10.5mA). Differences in the responses’ peak-to-peak amplitude
can be observed, using the same current intensity and charge. Figure 6.6 shows four
CMAP scans generated with the waveforms. Differences between the waveforms in the
stimulation intensities to generate the same response amplitude can also be observed.
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Figure 6.5: CMAPs acquired in a fixed intensity step for each waveform: 10.5mA. Differ-
ences in the waves’ amplitude, with the same intensity stimulation, can be observed.
Figure 6.6: Four CMAP scans generated with four waveforms, for one example subject.
Table 6.2 presents the mean CMAP scan sigmoid slope differences between the different
waveforms and relative to the square wave. The value is given in percentage, assuming
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that the sigmoid slope of the square wave is 100%.
Table 6.2: Mean CMAP scan slope differences between the different types of waveforms.
SQ corresponds to the monophasic square pulse, TR to monophasic triangular pulse, QU
to monophasic quadratic pulse and BSQ to the biphasic square pulse.
Slope differences Mean SD
SQ - TR 81.0% 11.0%
SQ - QU 67.0% 11.0%
SQ - BSQ 44.0% 19.0%
The results show that the square pulse, besides needing less current intensity to
generate the same response amplitude as the other waves, it is also the one that presents a
steeper curve slope. This means that, for the square wave, the intensities range between
the beginning and end of the CMAP scan are usually shorter than for the other waves.
Table 6.3 presents the differences between each waveform to generate the same re-
sponse amplitude, for all subjects. In this Table it is shown the stimulation threshold for
S5 (the stimulation pulse intensity, in mA, that elicited 5% of the CMAP scan maximum
amplitude) for the different subjects and waveforms. In Table 6.3 it is presented the mean
intensity differences regarding the stimulation parameters S5, S50 and S95 between each
waveform and the Square wave. As the stimulation parameters increase in amplitude
(from S5 to S50 and S50 to S95), the difference between each wave (from Square to Trian-
gular, Triangular to Quadratic and Quadratic to Biphasic Square) also increases. This is
highly correlated with the slope of each wave.
Table 6.3: S5 current intensities. SQ corresponds to the monophasic square pulse, TR to
monophasic triangular pulse, QU to monophasic quadratic pulse and BSQ to the biphasic
square pulse.
S5 (mA) SQ TR QU BSQ
Subject 1 5.10 6.10 6.45 8.10
Subject 2 7.10 8.35 9.05 16.8
Subject 3 4.45 5.35 6.10 8.25
Subject 4 4.85 5.10 5.55 8.35
Subject 5 7.80 8.70 9.55 16.6
Subject 6 5.10 6.40 7.15 10.7
Subject 7 6.05 7.20 8.10 10.7
Subject 8 5.30 7.05 8.25 10.1
Subject 9 7.70 9.10 9.90 14.2
Subject 10 8.80 10.6 11.6 17.7
Subject 11 4.15 4.40 4.45 5.45
Subject 12 6.20 7.80 8.35 9.95
Subject 13 7.00 8.50 9.50 13.0
The quadratic wave, among the monophasic waves group, represents the stimulation
pulse that needs a larger current intensity to elicit the same response amplitude in compar-
ison with the other waves. This fact consequently translates to an inferior sigmoid slope.
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Table 6.4: Current intensity differences for each waveform relative to the square wave. SQ
corresponds to the monophasic square pulse, TR to monophasic triangular pulse, QU to
monophasic quadratic pulse and BSQ to the biphasic square pulse.
Intensity differences (mA) S5 Mean (SD) S50 Mean (SD) S95 Mean (SD)
TR - SQ 1.22 (0.570) 1.60 (0.630) 1.92 (0.890)
QU - SQ 1.82 (0.700) 2.44 (0.500) 3.01 (0.810)
BSQ - SQ 5.39 (2.41) 7.48 (2.27) 8.62 (2.79)
This happens possibly due to nervous fiber sensibility to charge transfer rate, since in
the used setup all single pulses have the total charge equalized. Concerning the biphasic
square pulse it is possible to verify that it has a distinct behavior from the monophasic
pulses, with activation intensities of the response levels S5, S50 and S95 quite superior
and also a rather inferior sigmoid slope, possibly indicating that only one of the flanks of
the biphasic waveform is activating the nerve fibers. The monophasic waveforms have a
more linear behavior, while the biphasic waveform shows a more unstable behavior with
greater variations.
In the context of the nerves’ excitability, new effects were revealed with the analysis of
the pulse waveform influence in peripheral nerve stimulation. By changing this parameter,
the stimulus-response curve slope varies accordingly.
State-of-the-art electrophysiology studies reveal significant differences between healthy
subjects and neurodegenerative patients. Upon this, introducing a variable that is able
to change the sensibility of the CMAP stimulus-response curve, opens new possibilities
of neurodegenerative disorders monitoring and diagnostic. Some questions raise: Will
this variable have the same behavior when evaluating patients? Is it possible that subjects
with a pathology or propensity to develop will show differences in the sensibility to
the electrical charge? These are the relevant questions that this work starts to address,
studying the effect on control group composed by healthy subjects. The evaluation of new
wave parametrizations in healthy subjects, in addition to being a basis for comparison for
future patients evaluation, also represents a contribution to research associated with the
CMAP scan methodology and a step forward for understanding electrical pulse waveform











APPLICATION TO THE WAVEFORM EFFECT ON
FATIGUE AND COMFORT
As referred on the first chapter, fatigue induction is one of the main drawbacks transverse
to most of the electrical stimulation applications. The main goal of the following study
was to determine the impact of the pulse current waveform on muscle fatigue onset. While
the previous studies concerned the peripheral nerve stimulation context, in this study
the methodology is applied on the NMES context, requiring special care on the protocol
design.
7.1 Introduction
As introduced before, neuromuscular electrical stimulation is a commonly used tool by
physical therapists in sports and clinical conditions characterized by motor impairments
such as stroke, cerebral palsy, and spinal cord injury [117][170][61][132][174]. The com-
mon neuromuscular changes that characterize the aforementioned conditions are muscle
weakness and atrophy resulting from disuse or neurological injury [170][116]. However,
during electrical stimulation, skeletal muscles fatigue more rapidly than during voluntary
contractions [153][187]. Muscle fatigue is an important factor limiting the clinical use
of NMES [60]. Researchers have attempted to identify preferred stimulation settings in
terms of force contraction [55][106], fatigue [22][65][96] and comfort [91]. The stimulation
variables that are thought to have the greatest impact on muscle fatigue include pulse
amplitude and duration and pulse train frequency [55][22]. However, because the number
of factors considered in the different studies is extremely variable, it is difficult to conclude
about the optimal settings that can elicit the strongest contractions with minimal fatigue.
The independent effects of these 3 parameters on muscle fatigue are still controversial.
Conflicting results exist on the role of current amplitude on muscle fatigue: for instance,
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while some authors demonstrate fatigue increasing with current intensity [23], others
show no change in fatigue induction with increasing stimulation amplitude [167]. The
pulse frequency has been shown to accelerate muscle fatigue [65][108]. Nonetheless, a
full understanding of the role of pulse duration on muscle fatigue has not been reached.
Gorgey et al. [65] concluded that changing the pulse duration does not appear to influence
fatigue in NMES.
Compared to the influence of current amplitude, frequency and pulse duration, the
role of single pulse waveform on muscle fatigue is even less well established.
According to the literature, square shape waveform is the most widespread and,
for some authors, the most efficient [154]. However, if the pulse duration is sufficiently
short (250 µs or less), the triangular shape waveforms are functionally equivalent to
square waves [154]. Studies in theoretical models reached promising conclusions about
the decrease of the impulse total charge, optimizing the waveform, as a measure to reduce
the fatigue induction [84][85][86]. However, as referred previously on Chapter 1, studies
with practical implementations passed through methodological barriers that undermine
the practical results.
Another factor to take into consideration during NMES is the subjective comfort of
stimulation. Many previous studies attempted to determine waveform parameters or
combination of parameters which caused less discomfort [51][15]. The results did not
show evidences that one waveform was more comfortable than the others [51].
The main aim of this study was to investigate the impact of shape waveform on quadri-
ceps muscle fatigue with three different electric current waveforms, in individuals without
impairments. A second purpose was to determine whether changing the waveform could
improve the comfort level of subjects.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Subjects
A total of 12 healthy subjects, six female and six male, mean (SD) age of 25.0 (2.80)
years, volunteered to participate in the study. All subjects reported having no known
neuromuscular, skeletal, vascular or dermatological impairment. Each one received a
detailed explanation of the study and gave informed consent prior to participation. The
Scientific Committee of Health School of Technology of Lisbon approved the present
study.
7.2.2 Instrumentation
A isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex) [24] synchronized with the developed stimulation
device was used to assess the torque generated by the right quadriceps muscle group
during Maximum Voluntary Isometric Contraction (MVIC) and during the electrically
induced muscle contractions protocols. The reliability of the Biodex system dynamometers
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for knee extensors and knee flexors peak torque measurements in isometric, concentric and
eccentric tests is already well established. Inter.class correlation coefficients indicated high
to very high reproducibility for isometric, concentric and eccentric peak torques (0.880-
0.920), and moderate to high reliability for agonist-antagonist strength ratios (0.620-0.730)
[3].
Each subject’s right thigh was cleaned with alcohol and two 10 x 5 cm rectangular,
reusable, self-adhering electrodes were used for the neuromuscular electrical stimulation.
The distal electrode was placed on the vastus medialis approximately 5 to 7 inches from
the top margin of the patella; the proximal electrode was placed on the lateral border
of the femoral rectus muscle approximately 2/3 of its length above the top edge of the
patella, as seen in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Subject prepared to be evaluated by the Biodex system and electrical stimulator.
Two electrodes are positioned over vastus medialis and on the lateral border of the femoral
rectus. The stimulated limb is maintained in isometric conditions.
The electrical stimulator was connected to the Biodex system through its digital port.
Table 7.1 summarizes the electrical stimulation settings used.
Table 7.1: Summary of stimulation characteristics for 3 waveforms. SQ - Square waveform;
TR - Triangular waveform; QU - Quadratic waveform.
Stimulation parameters SQ TR QU
Type of Waveform Monophasic Monophasic Monophasic
Pulse width (µs) 175 375 500
Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50
Maximal peak intensity (mA) 100 100 100
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7.2.3 Protocol
Each subject participated in 3 sessions, separated by at least 48 hours. Subjects were
assigned to 1 of 3 groups, determining the order in which they were tested using 3 different
electrical stimulation waveforms. Group assignment was random and participants were
not informed of the waveform being used during each testing session. Table 7.2 presents
the group division and presents some demographic variables of each.
Table 7.2: Demographic variables (Sex, Age, BMI, Dominant leg, Exercise practice) for 3
groups. Group 1: SQ, TR and QU; Group 2: QU, SQ and TR; Group 3: TR, QU and SQ.
*Data presented in form of mean (SD).
Variables Group 1 (n=4) Group 2 (n=4) Group 3 (n=4)
Sex
- Female 2.0 2.0 2.0
- Male 2.0 2.0 2.0
Age* 22(3.2) 25(1.3) 27(2.7)
BMI* 21(2.8) 22(2.0) 19(0.8)
Dominant leg
- Right 4.0 4.0 4.0
- Left 0.0 0.0 0.0
Exercise practice
- Yes 3.0 3.0 2.0
- No 1.0 1.0 2.0
All the tests were performed using the right quadriceps muscle and the MVIC was
measured only in the first session. This measurement was followed by determination of
the electrical stimulation current amplitude required to elicit 50% of the MVIC and after by
a fatigue test using 1 of the 3 shape waveforms. The procedure for each ensuing sessions
was similar to the initial procedure except for the MVIC protocol which was determined
at the initial session only; the pulse waveform to be used for the electrical stimulation was
determined by group assignment. Testing was carried out at the FMH Exercise Physiology
Laboratory.
MVIC test: The Biodex system was used to measure MVIC at a 60 degree knee flexion.
Subjects’ leg, thigh, and pelvis were stabilized by seating system pads and belts. Backrest
was set at 110 degree posterior inclination. The fulcrum of the lever arm was aligned with
the most inferior aspect of the lateral epicondyle of the right femur. The inferior portion of
the shin pad was adjusted superior to the medial malleolus. Before the test, participants
warmed up and then stretched the major muscle groups of the lower extremity, holding
each stretch for 15 seconds. Subjects did three consecutive 5-second MVIC trials of the
right quadriceps muscle group, with 60 seconds of rest between trials. They were asked
to keep their arms crossed over their chest and to contract knee extensors as fast and
forcefully as possible, while verbal encouragement was provided. Participants were not
allowed to view the measurements on the computer screen. The highest measured torque
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was used to calculate 50% of the MVIC level. Figure 7.2 provides an illustrative schematics
of this MVIC protocol.
Figure 7.2: Illustrative schematics for the MVIC test acquisition protocol.
Amplitude required to elicit 50% of the MVIC: A five minute rest period was allowed
between the MVIC test and the determination current amplitude required to elicit 50%
of the MVIC value. The current amplitude was determined by delivering three second
trains of progressively greater amplitude. At least one minute separated each train. Three
to four trials per participant were performed to determine the amplitude of the current in
milliamps (mA).
Figure 7.3: Illustrative schematics of the acquisition and stimulation protocol defined to
determine the amplitude required to elicit 50% of MVIC.
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Figure 7.3 provides an illustrative schematics of the acquisition and stimulation proto-
col defined to determine the necessary amplitude to be used in the fatigue test.
Fatigue test: After a fifteen minute rest period, to ensure muscle recovery, the fatigue
component of the protocol was performed, using the current amplitude previously iden-
tified and an identical positioning in the Biodex. The fatigue test consisted in nineteen
three-second contractions (work-to-rest cycle of 3 seconds on and 3 seconds off).
Figure 7.4: Illustrative schematics of the acquisition and stimulation fatigue protocol.
Figure 7.4 provides an illustrative schematics of the acquisition protocol defined to
study the fatigue induced by stimulation with each pulse waveform.
The fatigue index (Findex) was measured and reflects the difference between the
torques of the initial (Ti) and final (Tf ) contractions divided by the torque of the initial





An example of the torque signal obtained through the Biodex system for this fatigue
test is present in Figure 7.5.
As in other portions of the study, subjects were instructed to keep their arms crossed
over their chest and to try to relax during the electrically stimulated muscle contractions.
They were not able to view the torque measurements displayed on the computer screen.
The study of the fatigue induction was parallel to the comfort evaluation. The subjects were
asked to express their pain/discomfort on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), a 10 cm long
straight line marked at each end with labels which anchor the scale. At the left extreme
was the "maximum discomfort" label and, at the right extreme, the "no discomfort" label.
VAS has been reported to be accurate, sensitive, and reproducible instruments for patients
to report the degree of pain they are experiencing [95]. After the three first contractions,
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Figure 7.5: Example of the declining torque of a subject during fatigue test with SQ shape
waveform. Vertical lines mark the portion where force was evaluated. The red dot marks
the force value extracted on each contraction.
the subjects were asked to express their perceived discomfort placing a mark on the line at
a point representing the severity of their pain [190]. Scores were noted in millimeters thus
giving a total score range of 0-100 millimeters.
7.2.4 Data analysis
The mean value of each contraction was extracted for all subjects and for all the signals
resulting from the different waveforms. For that, we computed the mean and standard
deviation value of the contraction above 90% of its maximum value. The results were
extracted automatically and visually validated by two experts. Descriptive analysis was
performed. Frequency, means and standard deviations were calculated for each of the
demographic variables. To check if the variables approached a normal distribution the
Shapiro-Wilk test was used. The level of significance used was α = 0.01. To compare
groups in age, Body Mass Index (BMI), discomfort and fatigue percentage the data was
analyzed using One-way ANOVA. If the assumption of normality or homogeneity was not
verified, Kruskal-Wallis test was used. To examine the effects of the three different shape
waveforms on muscle fatigue and discomfort the ANOVA Friedman test was used. The
independent variables were the shape waveforms (SQ, TR and QU) and the contraction
number (1, 9, 13, 19). The dependent variables were the peak value of force, perceived
discomfort and fatigue percentage. Post-hoc tests were used after the identification of
differences. The level of significance used to inferential statistics was α = 0.01.
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7.3 Results
Of the 12 subjects who participated, two of them have not reached values close to 50%
MVIC with TR and QU shape waveforms. There were no differences between the 3 groups
in age (F2,9 = 5.42, p = 0.029), BMI (X2kw(2) = 3.500, p = 0.174) and sex (Table 7.2). The groups
are also similar in physical exercise practice, although the intensity of the exercise was not
discriminated.
Table 7.3: Mean (SD) amplitude and charge values obtained for all subjects.
Shape waveforms Amplitude (mA) Charge (µC)
SQ 77.5 (10.6) 13.6 (1.85)
TR 92.5 (7.27) 17.8 (1.51)
QU 98.3 (2.60) 17.1 (0.421)
The mean current amplitudes used for SQ, TR and QU shape waveforms were 77.5
mA, 92.5 mA and 98.3 mA, respectively, as exposed in Table 7.3. Regarding the mean
charge, it is verified that TR and QU waves require an higher value than the standard SQ
to elicit similar muscle recruitment levels. The SQ, TR and QU waveforms evoked mean
(SD) percents of MVIC of 50.5 (2.40)%, 47.2 (11.1)% and 45.6 (10.1)%, respectively. The SQ
wave generates higher percent of MVIC than the others with lower current amplitudes.
Friedman’s test did not reveal statistical difference between evoked percentage of MVIC
by the three shape waveforms in the first contraction of the fatigue test (X2AF(2) = 3.362, p
= 0.186).
The One-way ANOVA did not reveal significant differences in fatigue percent for
SQ (F2,9 = 1.063, p = 0.385), TR (F2,9 = 0.201, p = 0.821) and QU (F2,9 = 0.317, p = 0.736)
waveform amongst the three groups. This result ensures that the stimulation order, which
was different for each group, didn’t interfere with the single effect of the waveform.
Comfort perception score of SQ (F2,9 = 0.66, p = 0.537), TR (F2,9 = 1.725, p = 0.232) and
QU (F2,9 = 2.189, p = 0.168) protocols, amongst the three groups, also suggests that the
sequence of pulse waves assigned to each stimulation session does not interfere with the
results.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the decline in the evoked torque for the three shape waveforms.
For all waveforms, there was significant reduction in torque from the initial contraction
(F3,2 = 189, p = 0.00; X2AF(3) = 32.7, p = 0.00; X
2
AF(3) = 32.5, p = 0.00 for SQ, TR and QU
waveform, respectively). No significant differences were observed in fatigue percentage
amongst the three shape waveforms (F2,2 = 2.68, p = 0.091). Despite not statistically signifi-
cant, the TR wave resulted in a lower fatigue induction when compared to the other two
shape waveforms (mean (SD) fatigue percentage 34.8 (12.4)% versus 40.3 (5.50)% and 41.9
(9.30)%).
Relative to comfort score there were significant differences in the results obtained for
the three pulse waveforms (X2AF = 9.50 , p = 0.009). On Table 7.4 it is verified that SQ wave
differs significantly from TR wave (p = 0.007). The most comfortable shape waveform was
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Figure 7.6: Decline in percentage of the MVIC over repeated contractions for QU, SQ and
TR (mean (SD)). No significant differences between QU, SQ and TR (P > 0.05).
the TR wave - mean 5.00 (2.50) -, then the QU wave - mean 5.60 (2.90) -, and finally the SQ
shape waveform - mean 6.70 (2.70).
Table 7.4: Pairwise comparisons amongst waveforms, relative comfort scores. F: Value of
ANOVA Friedman test. *Significantly different p < 0.05
Shape waveforms Value test P
SQ vs TR 9.50 0.007*
SQ vs QU 9.50 0.662
QU vs TR 9.50 0.199
7.4 Discussion
The current study investigated the influence of the waveform (SQ, TR and QU) on muscle
fatigue, during NMES. A second purpose was to determine how the wave shape could
alter subject comfort level during stimulation.
It is relevant to mention that there are few works that study the effect of the waveform
on muscle fatigue and the independent study of the effect of NMES parameters (frequency,
pulse duration and amplitude) on fatigue was made using only the standard SQ wave,
which may condition on whether generalizations can be made for other waves. It is also
important to mention that, for this first study, the sample size was 12 subjects and more
studies with bigger population are necessary to confirm our pilot hypothesis.
Although not statistically significant, the TR wave, mean 34.8 (12.4)%, has shown
lowest percentage of fatigue than the standard wave SQ, mean 40.3 (5.50)%, and the QU
waveform, mean 41.9 (9.30)%. The three variables considered to have the greatest effect on
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muscle fatigue (frequency, electrical charge and time on-off ratios) were controlled in all
protocols [55][22].
Previous studies showed that increasing the current amplitude and pulse duration
while keeping other NMES parameters constant modestly increased motor unit activation,
higher energy demand and thus leading to faster muscle fatigue [51][64][63]. However, as
reported before, the nervous fiber is also sensitive to the current transfer rate, showing
an accommodation effect on the excitability threshold. Possibly, the TR wave has the best
commitment between current transfer rate and total pulse charge.
The TR waveform, as used in our study, had higher amplitude, pulse duration and
charge than the SQ wave, but evoked lower percent of MVIC. According to clinical research
[111], a good balance between stimulation efficiency and comfort to the patient is reached
using pulse durations within the interval 200-400 µs, in which the triangular wave used
in this study is included. Relatively to the comfort level, and concerning the sample size,
results indicate that the TR wave (mean (SD) of 5.00 (2.50) on VAS score) is significantly
more comfortable than the standard SQ wave (mean (SD) of 6.70 (2.70), on VAS score).
The statistics applied suggest that the order of waves administration do not interfere with
comfort perception.
The best results of the TR wave compared to the SQ wave, at the level of muscle
fatigue (although not statistically significant) and mostly at the level of comfort, can be
quite relevant for clinical practice. Literature indicates that more efficient stimulation of
the nerve fiber is made using the square wave, with pulse durations of less than 250s,
but these results show that the triangular wave provides improved comfort and reduced











The use, manipulation and application of electric currents in biological tissue, as a con-
trolled interference mechanism in the complex system of the human body, is currently
a strong source of motivation to researchers around the world. This thesis concerns the
creation of tools to address electrical stimulation disadvantages through electrical pulse
parametrization. The scientific application of the developed methodologies reveals impor-
tant conclusions about the fundamental electrophysiology of the human body.
In this chapter, the developed work is summarized, presenting an overall view of
what was accomplished. The application scenarios derived from the results are described
and all contributions are clarified. Future goals and work guidelines are presented as
next research steps. Future implications of the attained advances in the particular field of
electrical stimulation, where the thesis’ contributions have focused, are discussed.
8.1 Overall Results
The work underlying this PhD rises from the need of new transcutaneous electrical
stimulation methodologies, to address the following scientific questions:
• What is the physiological effect of the electric pulse parametrization concerning
charge, waveform and polarity? Does the effect change with the clinical condition of
the subjects?
• The parametrization influence on muscle recruitment can retard fatigue onset?
• Can parametrization enable fiber selectivity, optimizing the motor fibers recruitment
rather than the nervous fibers, reducing contraction discomfort?
The first step to achieve that goal was to carefully go through the theoretical back-
ground and state-of-the-art of general electrophysiology and electrical stimulation. A
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survey was done covering the basic physiological processes associated with electrical stim-
ulation and the current circuit topologies used. When addressing the electrical stimulation
state-of-the-art technology, the degrees of freedom allowed by the current devices are still
insufficient concerning mainly the current parametrization control, biosignal acquisition
synchronism and usability. A survey exposed in Chapter 2 enlightens how the challenges
raised by our scientific questions are inaccessible with current market technology.
After the identification and analysis of the gaps in the available solutions, require-
ments for a new platform were compiled to guide the technical design and implementation
phase (Chapter 3). High freedom of stimulus control concerning parameters like frequency,
amplitude, pulse-width and non-standard parameters like the charge, polarity, wave-
form and automation of a stimulation sequence/session were identified. Envisioning
the performance of the device on the clinical and research fields, characteristics such as
portability, low intrusiveness, high usability, miniaturization and energy efficiency were
also addressed in the requirements.
After the objective requirement definition stage, took place the dimensioning and
development of the electrical stimulator and signal acquisition synchronization hardware.
The design and implementation of a high performance circuit given the voltage levels,
portability, low consumption and miniaturization of the projected device, required special
care from the early phase of components dimensioning to the final PCB layout. Due to
the usability and ergonomic specifications of the system, a specific enclosure casing was
also developed. The final solution was completed with software architectures required
to configure and control the electrical stimulator. A communication layer between the
firmware and the user-interface, called API, was created. With this generic API it is possible
to consider a vast set of platform-independent applications, from generic to user-specific.
The developed device fulfills all requirements to address the scientific questions of this
project. By the end of the development stage, extensive characterization and production
tests to the device were executed. After these tests, the device was also applied as a
methodological base for two validation studies: i) Nerve regeneration on mice and ii)
Real-time stimulation impact on the ANS. These studies, although performed still during
the development phase of this PhD, were important contributes to assess and validate the
device specifications, as well as its scientific applicability.
Looking for objective answers to the initial questions, three application studies were
conducted. The first one focused on the analysis of Interlimb Reflexes (ILR) of tetraplegic
and healthy subjects. By controlling the electrical pulse charge and evaluating faithfully
the stimulus-response, it was possible to establish descriptive parameters for the ILR
cortico-spinal pathway. It was found that the stimulus-response latency is correlated
with the pulse electrical charge when analyzing tetraplegic patients. However, the same
relation does not appear in control subjects, which corroborates the hypothesis of nerve
regeneration after spinal cord injury.
The second study concerns the analysis of the pulse waveform’s influence on the
transcutaneous peripheral nerve stimulation in the Compound Muscle Action Potential
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(CMAP) scan context. CMAP is a non-invasive promissory technique for neurodegenera-
tive pathologies diagnosis. In this study, new CMAP scan protocols were implemented
to analyze the influence of electrical pulse waveform on peripheral nerve excitability. A
standard electrical stimulation procedure was applied using four different single pulse
waveforms: square, triangular and quadratic monophasic waves and a biphasic square
wave. Different waveforms elicit different intensity-response amplitude curves. The square
pulse needs less current to generate the same response amplitude regarding the other
waves and this effect gradually decreases for the triangular, quadratic and biphasic pulse,
respectively. The biphasic square pulse shows a distinct behavior from the monophasic
pulses, with superior activation intensities and also a rather inferior sigmoid slope. This
fact prominently indicates that only one of the flanks of the biphasic waveform is activating
the nerve fibers. The stimulation waveform has a direct influence on the stimulus-response
slope and consequently on the motoneurons transcutaneous excitability.
The last study evaluates the comfort and fatigue induction of three different Neuro-
muscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES) waveforms. NMES is a technique widely used
by physical therapists in the clinic but its efficacy is limited by the rapid onset of muscle
fatigue. Maximal Voluntary Isometric Contraction (MVIC) was measured during the first
session. A fatigue electrical stimulation protocol was applied with amplitude required
to elicit 50% of the MVIC. Contraction torques and comfort levels were measured and
percent fatigue was calculated after the fatigue protocol. An analysis of variance tests
for dependent samples was used to determine the effect of shape waveform on muscle
fatigue and comfort scores. The results show that the triangular waveform provides more
comfort than the standard square waveform. Although not statistically significant, the
triangular wave also shows better results concerning fatigue induction. This could be
relevant for clinical practice suggesting that waveform parametrization may lead to fiber
selectivity, optimizing the motor fibers recruitment rather than the nervous fibers. Due to
the low number of analyzed subjects and the subjective nature of pain evaluation these
conclusions should be further and deeply studied.
Figure 8.1 complements the questions asked in Chapter 1, showing their correlation
with each study performed.
Figure 8.1: Illustration of the final scientific and methodological conclusions of this work.
The studies implemented, the scientific questions and the answer for those questions.
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Compiling the main pointers from each study a key note emerges: The core concept
to control and understand the current-tissue interaction resides in the concept of tissue
excitability and its two main concepts: chronaxie and rheobase, as already introduced
in Chapter 2. Thenceforth, these two excitability values have been extensively studied
in a wide variety of excitable tissues. Current studies establish that these excitability
pointers, which are inherent to the tissue type, have high inter-subject variability and high
dependency of the clinical condition of the subject [59]. This knowledge about current-
tissue interaction has not been contemplated in the context of transcutaneous electrical
stimulation in which researchers end up evaluating the relation of parametrization with
stimulus response in purely empirical terms. Recently, authors corroborate the claim that
the excitability is a parameter that should be taken into account for each patient to im-
prove the clinical efficiency in the application of transcutaneous electrical stimulation [125].
This is, undoubtedly, the key to a new approach in parametrization of electrical pulses.
An objective personalization of the stimuli, according to the specific tissue, subject’s
characteristics and final goal, will lead to a more effective stimulation. For that to be
viable and feasible, a reliable device, with high usability and freedom of parametrization,
such as the one developed, is needed. Scanning the stimulation amplitude or pulse-width
(among other aspects) and respective EMG evaluation, enables a real time measure of
tissue excitability. The developed system can contain a set of pre-loaded excitability
evaluation protocols and therefore optimize and personalize the electrical stimulation
parametrization.
8.2 Contributions
Today’s electrical stimulation challenges require innovative solutions. In general, techno-
logical development is defined by market demand and characteristics such as portability,
usability and integration flexibility are expensive details that the research field usually
does not support. However, the intrusiveness of the system can have the same negative
influence on the research results as a poor quality signal acquisition (for example, low
signal-to-noise ratio, movement artifacts, amongst others). The study performed with
tetraplegic patients in this thesis corroborates this affirmation. The ease of use of the
miniaturized and wireless system allows a wider coverage both in subjects’ number and
data reliability due to the low intrusiveness for the patient.
Several subjective experiences highly influenced by emotional, cognitive and contex-
tual factors, use electrical stimulation to assess the impact of psychological manipulations
on pain perception [191][151]. For example, in a recent study that aimed to assess the
impact of social distress on pain, electrical stimuli were applied while participants were
excluded from a virtual ball tossing game. It was found that participants more sensitive to
social distress were also more sensitive to physical pain [40]. In these experimental settings
a complex apparatus of cables and heavy instrumentation may induce higher anxiety in
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the participant, thus artificially heightening the relevance of the anxiety variable. This
compromises the laboratory results’ applicability when used in more naturalistic settings.
Reliability both in the applied stimuli, concerning the current effective control, and
in the biosignals acquired, concerning its quality, signal-to-noise ratio and resolution
is another valuable feature for research purposes. On the other hand, the possibility of
parametrization is relevant for therapists, who can set parameters and design customized
electrical stimulation programs targeted at each patient.
Table 8.1 summarizes the device’s features that were differentiating factors and catalyz-
ers in each case study performed. Concerning the evaluation of ILR in healthy and SCI
subjects, described in Chapter 5, transcutaneous peripheral nerve stimulation was applied
with three different monophasic pulse waveforms. The ILR were evaluated through sur-
face EMG, synchronized with the stimulation protocol. This study required the application
of a stimulation session which scanned a range of increasing amplitudes in specific timings.
Regarding the application of CMAP scan protocol, described in Chapter 6, transcutaneous
peripheral nerve stimulation was applied with four different monophasic and one biphasic
pulse waveform. Surface EMG was also used to acquire the CMAP signal. This study was
only possible due to the automation of the stimulation session, like in the previous study,
although with different intensity ranges, steps, timings and charge equalization. In the
fatigue and comfort evaluation study, described in the previous chapter, a multi waveform
NMES protocol was implemented with specific parametrizations for fatigue induction.
Fatigue was evaluated by the decrease in the muscle force acquired through a Biodex
system synchronized with the stimulation unit.
Table 8.1: Summary of the stimulator features that were a differentiating factor in each
scientific study.
Features Studies
ILR in SCI CMAP scan Fatigue
Type TENS TENS NMES
Polarity Monophasic Monophasic + Biphasic Monophasic
Charge Equalization NO YES YES
Biosignals EMG EMG FORCE
Session Driving YES YES NO
The hardware developments in the scope of this thesis were initially reported in the
validation stage [4] and the final solution is being disseminated under intellectual property
patent process. Still in the methodological context, the configuration of electrical pulses
and real time synchronization with physiological data was also reported [46][47].
There were also contributions in the human electrophysiology field, answering the
scientific questions previously raised, which are listed in the following paragraphs.
• An extensive survey on the physiological impact of electrical stimulation param-
eters and current circuit topologies was done. This review summarizes the actual
paradigm of surface electrical stimulation.
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• The study of descriptive electrophysiological parameters in contralateral interlimb
reflexes was performed in Hospital de Clínicas da Universidade Estadual de Campinas,
Brasil, first concerning the analysis of healthy subjects [7], and after extending to
SCI patients [6]. The achieved results empowered new rehabilitation pathways for
tetraplegic patients.
• Transcutaneous nerve excitability was evaluated through the implementation of new
CMAP scan protocols with current modulated waveforms [41].
• Quadriceps muscle fatigue and comfort were addressed through a novel NMES
protocol using with current modulated waveforms [9].
During this PhD, the methodologies developed were applied in a set of collateral
contributions not focused on electrical stimulation. Despite this, they are worth noting:
• EMG Onset: In both ILR and CMAP processing studies (from Chapters 5 and 6),
algorithms for event detection (in this case, EMG reflexes), were implemented. Given
its high performance, the event detection algorithms were also applied in the context
of EMG contractions onset detection [58]. The muscle activation study has proven to
be a key element in the comprehension of the motor strategies underlying human
kinetics. EMG has been widely selected in the investigation of these strategies. The
accurate onset measuring of EMG activity enables the motor strategies and phys-
iological information assessment. In order to validate and evaluate the algorithm
operational performance, the methodology was tested in synthetic and acquired
EMG signals. The algorithm revealed high immunity to noise and sensitivity to
morphological signal modifications. The methodology was implemented in a real
time EMG acquisition context, being the base to the development of new tools in
assistive technology designed for persons with disabilities like Cerebral Palsy [110].
The EMG onset detection toolkit was also necessary to enhance the development of
a occupational biomechanical exposure platform based on the EMG analysis and
accelerometry [134].
• Coherence on ALS: EMG coherence analysis was addressed as a prognostic factor
for ALS patients [38], driven from algorithmic methodologies developed during this
work. Both the algorithms for event detection and the knowledge for characterization
and processing of EMG reflexes, were applied in the study of Coherence and Phase
Locking Disruption evaluation in electromyograms of patients with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) [38]. In motor neuron disease, the aim of therapy is to prevent
or slow neuronal degeneration and early diagnosis is essential. Hypothesising that
beta-band (15-30 Hz) is a measure of pathways integrity as shown in literature,
coherence and Phase Locking Factor (PLF) could be used as an electrophysiological
indicator of upper and lower neuron integrity in patients with ALS. Coherence and
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PLF analysis were computed for EMG signals registered from 2 groups: control sub-
jects and ALS patients. The data was recorded during instants of steady contraction
for both contra and ipsilateral acquisitions. Overall results allowed to conclude that
contralateral coherence is not a good measure of corticospinal pathways integrity,
however, ipsilateral acquisitions show promising results and it is possible to affirm
that ipsilateral measurements may reflect neuronal degeneration.
• Biometry Algorithm: In this PhD, EMG reflexes are acquired and its morphology
analyzed. CMAP and ILR reflexes are analyzed concerning amplitude, latency, wave-
form, amongst others. This morphological analysis is relevant in the contemporary
context of biometry [5][8]. Two studies were implemented exposing the imple-
mentation and test of a biometric identification procedure based on ECG signal
morphology. For those studies, 63 subjects were analyzed in two data-recording
sessions separated by six months (Time Instance 1, T1, and Time Instance 2, T2).
Two tests were performed aiming at subject identification, using a distance-based
method with the heartbeat patterns. The accuracy achieved was 95.2% for the first
test and 90.5% for the second. These results were achieved with the optimization
of crucial parameters with impact in a real time identification problem, like the
length of ECG signal needed to perform an accurate decision. Those studies show
the potential of ECG signal morphology as a valid parameter for classification in
biometric applications.
8.3 Future Work
This project research leaves a few aspects unfinished and raises new questions for which
additional research effort should be devoted in the future. Concerning this work’s applica-
tions, the future improvements can be divided into three aspects:
1. Extend the research:
• The CMAP scan study has already started with ALS patients. In the next stage,
the methodology will be extended to other neurodegenerative pathologies.
• Study the effect of new waveforms, particularly the biphasic waves, in muscle
fatigue and comfort.
2. Apply clinical methodologies:
• Implement new mechanisms of interlimb rehabilitation for tetraplegic patients;
• Apply, in current NMES, TENS and PNS therapies, electrical stimulus cus-
tomizations, according to the real tissue excitability conditions, patient condi-




• Integrate the device in the current platform for biofeedback rehabilitation
from PLUX, the physioplux system, opening new doors for psycho-motor
rehabilitation;
• The protection of the intellectual property by patenting the device is already in
process;
• It is also our intention to obtain the mandatory conformity marking for certain
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2012.
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The work underlying the current thesis was developed using a set of tools needed during
the implementation of the electrical stimulator and for writing the thesis document. Most
of the used tools are Open Source applications and these lines express the gratitude to the
community that provided means for scientific production in an open environment, better
suited for the aim of Science.
B.1 Stimulator Development
The Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for AVR microcontrollers programming
used was AVR Studio, in C/C++, with the GCC GNU Compiler. This IDE was used to
develop, compile and implement all the firmware described in this thesis.
The electrical stimulator schematics and synchronization cable circuit were drawn
using Eagle. This tool was also used for the PCB layout design.
Visual Studio 2011 was used to develop and compile the API in C/C++.
Teraterm and Termite were the applications used for the communication tests when
implementing the firmware.
All the design and structure implementation of the final device enclosure box was
done using Solid Works.
B.2 Scientific Computation
To control and configure the electrical stimulator, generic control interfaces were made.
One interface was developed using Java and the Android Software Development Kit (SDK) for
smartphone and tablet usage. The generic computer-based interface for both synchroniza-
tion and biosignals acquisition used a server-client web-based architecture, with Python as
a server and Javascript, HTML and CSS for the front-end presentation.
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For the specific cases in study, custom scripts were developed. The development was
based on data acquisition, preparation of stimulation protocols, posterior data processing,
visualization and analysis. The selected coding platform was the Python environment given
that a set of scientific tools are available for numerical manipulation and visualization
[186]. Without entering into too much detail, the Python tools used in the project were:
numpy [137], scipy [136] and matplotlib [81]. For an IDE that has a good support of Python
development, Eclipse was used, with the PyDev plugin [186].
All the signals acquired were stored in Dropbox that worked as a data repository,
enabling remote access to the data.
B.3 Thesis Document
For the support of the writing and composition of the thesis document, the LATEX
environment was used, with Miktex distribution. TeXnicCenter was the editor used for
writing and compiling the document. All the research publications produced during the
thesis development were also created with LATEX.
For research purposes we extensively used a set of websites. The Wikipedia site, both the
Portuguese and English versions, was useful to find primary general information on most
of the studied topics. Some contributions to the pages related to areas studied in the present
research were made. Citeseer has an extended library of open access research papers, with
direct access to related citations, being useful for the following related research themes
and to extract bibliographic data in the bibtex format.
All the diagrams present in this document were supported by Inkscape. Most of the












The following page presents a brochure for the electrical stimulation device developed, in
which all technical features are summarized. Also presented are illustrations of the device













The following pages present a template for the test protocol implemented after the valida-
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Introduction
This document presents the test protocols applied to the electrical stimulator device. Thus it is intended 
to systematize the testing process and to facilitate detection of any problems, errors or unexpected 
behavior of the system in its final stage of development. In addition to the topics above, this document 
will also serve as a record of actions taken. 
      












Keep  continuously  bluetooth 
communication for an extended 
time period. Minimum of 4h.
EE in stimulation mode;
Running  test  script1  for 
continuous  communication  test 
(start/stop stimulation cycle);
EE  remains  in  communication 
throughout the script.
Interval tested: 4 h
Battery state: Unknown
1,2
Communication stress test EE in stimulation mode;
Run  HeavyLoad  software  to 
overload the CPU performance
EE  remains  in  communication 
throughout the script.
Interval tested: 4 h
Battery state: Unknown
1,3
EE losing range with Continuous 
running if no network on
EE in stimulation mode;
Continuous  running  if  no 
network on (1);
The  device  should  remains  in 
stimulation  throughout  the 
session or mode pre-programed. 
1,4
EE losing range with Continuous 
running if no network off
EE in stimulation mode;
Continuous  running  if  no 
network off (0);
The  device  should  stop  the 
stimulation and pass to the idle 
mode. 
2 Battery and charge management
2,1
Autonomy with standard battery 
(3.7V 700mAh)
Device with full battery.
Setup  and  start  the  autonomy 
standard test session *
Time to discharge: 5 h
2,3 Medical class power supply Medical class power supply The  medical  grade  charger 
4/5
meets all required specifications 
or  safety  standards  of  medical 
device.
2,4
Battery  charge  and  time  to 
charge.
Device with discharged battery
Medical class power supply
The  device  charge  without  any 
problem.  It  is  expected  some 
heating.
Time to charge: 1.2 h
2,5
Device states on charge modes Device with discharged battery
Medical class power supply
When charging the device enter 
in idle and stimulation mode.
2,6
Low bat state when the device is 
in stimulation mode.
Device with low battery
Device in stimulation mode
Led green off
Led red blink 2 time/s
2,7 Low bat state when the device is in idle mode.
Device with low battery and idle 
state
Led green off
Led red blink 1 time/s
2,8
Discharged battery state Device with discharged battery The  device  shut  down 
independently  of  the state that 
it remain before discharge.
2,9
Connect  the  charger  during 
stimulation mode 
Device in stimulation mode
Medical class power supply
The device blinks with the same 
led but with inverted duty cycle
3 Control
3,1
• Set Wave on mode




Device in idle mode;
1- Set and start the zero wave on mode 
1 with 0Hz;
2-  Set  and  start  the  30mA  quadratic 
(monophasic)  wave  on  mode  1  with 
120Hz and 500us of pulse-width;
1  -  The  device  don't  drive 
current
2  -  The  device  drives  the 
quadratic  wave. 
Oscilloscope  in  run  mode 
visualize the wave on a 400 
ohm resistor.
3,2
Drive a Stimulation Session:
• Set time on state
• Set mode on state
• Set  next  state  on 
state
• Set maximum state 
changes
• Stimulation session 
start
Device in idle mode;
1- Set 3s to state 0, 5s to state 1, 3s to 
state 2 and 5s to state 3;
2-  Configure  mode  0  with  zero  wave, 
configure  mode  1  with  the  quadratic 
monophasic wave 30mA, configure mode 
2 with square wave biphasic with 60mA. 
Set mode 0 to state 0, mode 1 to state 1, 
mode 0 to state 2 and mode 2 to state 3;
3- set next state (NS) 1 to state 0, NS 2 
to state 1, NS 3 to state 2 and NS 0 to 
state 3;
4- set maximum state changes equal to 8
5- start the session
With the Oscilloscope in run 
mode visualize the wave on 
a 400 ohm resistor.
Evaluate  if  the  session 
correspond  with  the 
configuration done. 
5-  EE  ends  the  idle  mode 
and  starts  the  stimulation 
mode  (green  led  with  2 
blinks/s). 
3,9
Unitary stimuli drive Device in idle mode;
Drive a unit pusle of mode 2
With  the  Oscilloscope  in 
single  mode  visualize  the 
wave on a 400 ohm resistor.
3,10
Stimulation Stop Device in idle mode; EE  ends  the  stimulation 
mode mode and starts  the 
idle  mode  (idle  mode – 
green led with 1 blink/s);. 
3,11 EE in stimulation mode and on/off button is pressed
Device in stimulation mode; EE  will  pass  from 












CLASSIFICATION OF SPINAL CORD INJURY
A spinal cord injury is an injury to the spinal cord resulting in a change, either temporary
or permanent, in the cord’s normal motor, sensory, or autonomic function. The symptoms
vary depending on where the spinal cord and nerve roots are damaged. Spinal cord
injuries are described at various levels of ’incomplete’, which can vary from having no
effect on the patient to a ’complete’ injury which means a total loss of function.
The American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) first published an international classifi-
cation of spinal cord injury, called the International Standards for Neurological and Functional
Classification of Spinal Cord Injury [97]. It is a system of tests used to define and describe the
extent and severity of a patient’s spinal cord injury and help determine future rehabilita-
tion and recovery needs. It is ideally completed within 72 hours after the initial injury. The
patient’s grade is based on how much sensation he or she can feel at multiple points on
the body, as well as tests of motor function.
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